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A

Accordion spectroscopy
diffusion coefficient measurement by 2D NMR, Millet and Pons,131,166
3D, measurement of15N and13CO relaxation rates in poorly resolved NMR

spectra, Carr, Fearing, and Palmer,132,25
N-Acetyl aspartate

singlet, simultaneous detection inin vivo lactate editing at 1.5 T using
PRESS excitation, in head and neck tumors, Star-Lacket al.,133,243

and water, non-mono-exponential signal attenuation due to diffusion in brain
tissue, Assaf and Cohen,131,69

Active-coupling-pattern tilting
determination of homonuclear coupling constants, Koz´miński, 134,189

Adamantane
high-speed13C MAS NMR spectra, Ernst, Verhoeven, and Meier,130,176

Adiabatic decoupling
Bloch–Siegert shift-compensated and cyclic sideband-eliminated double-

adiabatic homonuclear decoupling for13C- and 15N-double-labeled
proteins, Zhang and Gorenstein,132,81

efficient broadband, in single transient, calibration of STUD1 parameters
for, Bendall and Skinner,134,331

vector model, Skinner and Bendall,134,315
Adiabatic mixing

in liquid state, Kupcˇe et al., 135,361
Adiabatic pulses

effect on IS, I2S, and I3S spin systems, analytical description, Zwahlen,
Vincent, and Kay,130,169

fast broadband inversion by, Hwang, Zijl, and Garwood,133,200
multiple spin-echo, Zweckstetter and Holak,133,134
off-resonance rotating frame relaxation experiment for protein dynamics,

Mulder et al., 131,351
sech/tanh, adiabatic behavior, Rosenfeld and Zur,132,102

Aerogels
silica, pore-structure determination by129Xe NMR and imaging, Gregory,

Gerald, and Botto,131,327
Affinity NMR

isotope-filtered, Gonnellaet al., 131,336
Al13

species in aqueous solution, NMR shieldings, effects of hydrolysis and
oligomerization, Tossell,135,203

27Al
in Al2O3 single crystal, five-quantum coherence ofI 5 5

2
nuclei, Kaikkonen,

Ylinen, and Punkkinen,133,123
27Al 3 31P INEPT experiments on (CH3)3P–AlCl3 complex in zeolite NaX,

Kao and Grey,133,313
chemical-shielding anisotropy, definitive example, Schurko, Wasylishen,

and Phillips,133,388
spin–lattice relaxation ing-irradiated ruby crystal, separation of impurity

and lattice contributions and determination of charge-exchanged chro-
mium ions, Chandoulet al., 135,113

Alanine
13C, intrinsic asymmetry in multidimensional solid-state NMR correlation

spectra, Caldarelli and Emsley,129,233
13C–15N multiply labeled, counting spins with SEDOR, Cullet al.,133,352

L-Alanine
13C–14N REAPDOR NMR experiment optimization, Baet al., 133,104
multiple-quantum MAS NMR, resolution enhancement, Schnellet al.,133,

61
AlCl3 z OPCl3

solid-state27Al NMR: chemical-shielding anisotropy, Schurko, Wasylishen,
and Phillips,133,388

Algorithms
FI-HTLS: frequency-selective MRS data quantification with frequency prior

knowledge, Dologlou, Van Huffel, and Van Ormondt,130,238
generalized, for automated analysis of complex anisotropic NMR spectra,

Castiglioneet al., 132,1
Alignment

magnetic, paramagnetic-assisted, determination of DNA internuclear angles,
Begeret al., 135,256

Alignment echo
spin-3

2
9Be nuclei: detection of ultraslow motion, Tang and Wu,133,155

Alignment tensor
asymmetric, of oriented macromolecules, magnitude determination in ab-

sence of structural information, Clore, Gronenborn, and Bax,133,216
Aliphatic carbons

gamma, and backbone amides, resonances in deuterated proteins, unambig-
uous correlations, McCallum, Hitchens, and Rule,134,350

Al2O3

single crystal,27Al: five-quantum coherence ofI 5 5

2
nuclei, Kaikkonen,

Ylinen, and Punkkinen,133,123
Amide

backbone, and aliphatic gamma resonances, in deuterated proteins, unam-
biguous correlations, McCallum, Hitchens, and Rule,134,350

deuterium isotope effects on Cb chemical shifts in13C, 15N-labeled proteins,
multidimensional editing for, Meissner and Sørensen,135,547

protons, cross-relaxation between, detection in protein NMR, Mutzenhardt
and Bodenhausen,132,159

4-Amino-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy (4-Amino-TEMPO)
p ands transitions, DNP study at 1.53 mT, Salmanet al., 134,1

Ammonia
identification as metabolite in kidney/urine proton chemical exchange,

Guivel-Scharenet al., 133,36
Ampicillin

13C and 15N chemical-shift anisotropy by 2D-PASS and CP/MAS NMR,
Antzutkin, Lee, and Levitt,135,144

Amplitude images
at low field, use of phase reference for field mapping with, Tomasiet al.,

131,310
Amplitude modulation

rotor synchronized cross-polarization with, application in13C–1H spin pair
under fast MAS, Raya and Hirschinger,133,341

Analog filtering
large solvent signals for improved dynamic range in high-resolution NMR,

Redfield and Kunz,130,111

1 Boldface numbers indicate appropriate volume; lightface numbers indicate
pagination.
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Analytical transfer functions
polarization and coherence, for three coupled spins1

2
under planar mixing

conditions, Schedletzky, Luy, and Glaser,130,27
Anderson–Weiss model

1–370 GHz EPR linewidths for K3CrO8, Cageet al., 135,178
Anisometric NMR spectra

complex, generalized algorithm for automated analysis, Castiglioneet al.,
132,1

Anisotropy
in frozen nickel ferrite ionic magnetic fluid, MR analysis, Saengeret al.,

134,180
in 31P,63,65Cu indirect spin–spin coupling and31P nuclear shielding tensors

of linear copper(I) phosphines, Kroekeret al., 135,208
Antarctica

Earth’s field NMR: pulsed gradient spin echo NMR study of restricted
diffusion in sea ice, Callaghanet al., 133,148

Antibiotics
13C and 15N chemical-shift anisotropy by 2D-PASS and CP/MAS NMR,

Antzutkin, Lee, and Levitt,135,144
Aqueous samples

rectangular loop–gap resonator for EPR studies, Piasecki, Froncisz, and
Hubbell,134,36

Aqueous solution
Be12 and Al13 species, NMR shieldings, effects of hydrolysis and oligo-

merization, Tossell,135,203
13C-labeled proteins, H(C)CH-COSY and (H)CCH-COSY experiments,

Gehring and Ekiel,135,185
measurement of diffusion of proteins, practical aspects, Tillett, Lian, and

Norwood,133,379
Aqueous suspensions

char, molecular diffusion and DNP enhancement, Odintsovet al.,135,435
Aromatic side chains

assignment in13C-labeled proteins, 2D NMR experiments for, Promperset
al., 130,68

Arthritis
collagen-induced, in DA rat, Sandimmune Neoral effects by high-resolution

3D MRI and histology, Beckmannet al., 131,8
Artifacts

convection, in gradient-enhanced NMR, compensation, Jerschow and Mu¨l-
ler, 132,13

in diffusion studies using RF field gradients, remedies, Humbertet al.,134,
245

induced by weakly ferromagnetic metals: field mapping with amplitude
images at low field, Tomasiet al., 131,310

in multishot echo-planar imaging, image-based reduction, Hennel,134,206
rapid-pulsing, double-quantum-filtered homonuclear spectroscopy free of:

2D-INADEQUATE experiment revisited, Bourdonneau and Ancian,
132,316

solvent magnetization, in high-field NMR studies of macromolecular hydra-
tion, Sobolet al., 130,262

Artificial neural networks
in automated quantification of human brain metabolites fromin vivo single-

voxel 1H NMR spectra, Kaartinenet al., 134,176
ASICS

software for single-crystal NMR, Vosegaardet al., 135,126
Asparagine

and Gln, triple-resonance experiment selective for, multiplicity-selective
coherence transfer steps for design of, Schmiederet al., 131,199

Asymmetry
intrinsic, in multidimensional solid-state NMR correlation spectra, Cal-

darelli and Emsley,129,233
Atomic motion

ultraslow, detection using alignment echo of spin -3

2
9Be nuclei, Tang and

Wu, 133,155

Atropisomerism
effect on57Fe shieldings in superstructured hemoprotein models, Gerotha-

nassiset al., 131,163
Attenuation

non-mono-exponential, water andN-acetyl aspartate signals due to diffusion
in brain tissue, Assaf and Cohen,131,69

Automated peak picking
and peak integration, in macromolecular NMR spectra, using AUTOPSY,

Koradi et al., 135,288
Automated processing

complex anisometric NMR spectra, generalized algorithm for, Castiglioneet
al., 132,1

2D correlation spectra, Sengstschmid, Sterk, and Freeman,131,315
Automated shimming

with normal spectrometer hardware: 3D profile edge shimming, Chilvers
and Morris,133,210

AUTOPSY
automated peak picking and peak integration in macromolecular NMR

spectra, Koradiet al., 135,288
Average Liouvillian theory

homogeneous master equation for heteronuclear two-spin system on basis of
Cartesian product operators, Allard, Helgstrand, and Ha¨rd, 134,7

Azoles
nitrogen shielding,ab initio calculation, Witanowskiet al., 131,54

B

Bacteriochlorophylla
15N-labeled, low-frequency nuclear coherence detection with simple two-

pulse detection scheme in pulsed EPR, Dzuba, Borovykh, and Hoff,
133,286

Bandwidth extension
in noise spectroscopy, Yang and Zax,135,267

Bayesian time-domain parameter estimation
Metropolis Monte Carlo implementation: coupling constant estimation from

antiphase multiplets, Andrec and Prestegard,130,217
Be12

species in aqueous solution, NMR shieldings, effects of hydrolysis and
oligomerization, Tossell,135,203

9Be
spin-3

2
nuclei, alignment echo: detection of ultraslow motion, Tang and Wu,

133,155
Benzene

dynamic isotope effect and deuterium quadrupole coupling constant, Hardy
et al., 134,300

molecules oriented in liquid crystals, natural abundance2H NMR spectra,
Khetrapalet al., 135,265

polycrystalline, vacancy diffusion in, analysis with 2D deuteron exchange
NMR and stimulated echoes, Isfort, Geil, and Fujara,130,45

Bicelles
phospholipid, dilute solutions for structural NMR work, Struppe and Vold,

135,541
Bilayers (seeLipid bilayers)
Binary spin–bath model

contrast prediction using: magnetization transfer imaging of rat brain under
non-steady-state conditions, Quessonet al., 130,321

Biomembranes
uniformly aligned, application of magic angle-oriented sample spinning,

Glaubitz and Watts,130,305
Biopolymers

magnetization transfer in, role of specific side groups and pH, Gochberget
al., 131,191

BIRD
TIG-BIRD pulse sequence element for simultaneous and independent rota-

tions for I, ISa, and ISb spin systems, Briand and Sørensen,135,44
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Birdcage coil
tuned by RF shielding, for application at 9.4 T, Dardzinski et al., 131,32

Blind source separation
model-free analysis of mixtures by NMR, Nuzillard, Bourg, and Nuzillard,

133,358
Bloch–Siegert shift

compensation, in double-adiabatic homonuclear decoupling for13C- and
15N-double-labeled proteins, Zhang and Gorenstein,132,81

BOLD response
fMRI study of visuomotor system activation during visually guided move-

ments, Ellermannet al., 131,272
Bone

trabecular,R29 measurement in presence of multiple spectral components
using reference spectrum deconvolution, Wehrliet al., 131,61

Bone marrow
R29 measurement in presence of multiple spectral components using refer-

ence spectrum deconvolution, Wehrliet al., 131,61
Bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor

application of model-free analysis of stretched dispersions, Halle, Jo´han-
nesson, and Venu,135,1

Bovine serum albumin
cross-linked, magnetic coupling between lactate and water protons, Swan-

son,135,248
Brain

activation of visuomotor systems during visually guided movements, func-
tional MRI, Ellermannet al., 131,272

blood volume, sequential dynamic susceptibility contrast experiments,T1

effects, Levinet al., 130,292
excised tissue, non-mono-exponential attenuation of water andN-acetyl

aspartate signals due to diffusion, Assaf and Cohen,131,69
frequency-selective MRS data quantification with frequency prior knowl-

edge, Dologlou, Van Huffel, and Van Ormondt,130,238
in vivo 1H NMR spectra, resolution improvements with increased magnetic

field strength, Gruetteret al., 135,260
in vivo multiple spin echoes, Bifone, Payne, and Leach,135,30
Li visibility in vivo by 7Li NMR imaging, Komoroski, Pearce, and Newton,

133,98
magnetization transfer imaging under non-steady-state conditions, Quesson

et al., 130,321
metabolites, automated quantification by artificial neural network analysis

from in vivo single-voxel1H NMR spectra, Kaartinenet al., 134,176
multivariate image analysis with direct exponential curve resolution algo-

rithm (DECRA), Antalek, Hornak, and Windig,132,307
31P MRS spectra, precision of parameters in measuring, Golding and Gold-

ing, 135,380
taurine detectionin vivo and in vitro, spectral editing technique for, Hardy

and Norwood,133,70
Breast ductal carcinomas

evaluation with high-resolution MAS 1HMRS, Chenget al., 135,194
Broadband adiabatic decoupling

efficient, in single transient, calibration of STUD1 parameters for, Bendall
and Skinner,134,331

Broadband decoupling
liquid crystals, sequence for, Yu and Fung,130,317

Broadband inversion
fast, by adiabatic pulses, Hwang, Zijl, and Garwood,133,200

Brownian motions
rotational and translational, couplings between, effect on NMR spin relax-

ation: Green function of rigid body diffusion, Beloborodov, Orekhov,
and Arseniev,132,328

Bulk magnetic moment dynamics
in MRI of lung with hyperpolarized noble gases, Mo¨ller et al., 135,133

Bulk magnetic susceptibility
effect on solid state NMR spectra of paramagnetic compounds, Kubo,

Spaniol, and Terao,133,330

C

13C
adamantane, high-speed MAS NMR spectra, Ernst, Verhoeven, and Meier,

130,176
alanine, intrinsic asymmetry in multidimensional solid-state NMR correla-

tion spectra, Caldarelli and Emsley,129,233
carbon–phosphorusJ coupling constants in RNA, by spin-echo difference

constant-time HCCH–COSY, Hoogstraten and Pardi,133,236
chemical-shift anisotropy of ampicillin and penicillin-V by 2D-PASS, Ant-

zutkin, Lee, and Levitt,135,144
chemical-shift imaging

alternative scheme via inverse detection of protons through MILS tech-
nique, Leeet al., 130,102

in rotating solids by RF field gradients, Malveauet al., 134,171
13CH3I high-resolution NMR, control of spinning sidebands, Borer and

Maple,131,177
13C–14N REAPDOR NMR, optimization, Baet al., 133,104
complete dipolar decoupling, and use in 2D double-quantum solid-state

NMR for determining polymer conformations, Schmidt-Rohr,131,209
a-a9-13C2-phthalic acid, polarization transfer under RF-driven and slow-

magic-angle-sample-spinning conditions, Robyr and Gan,131,254
CPMAS linewidths, in solids for rigid strongly coupled carbons under CW

proton decoupling, VanderHart and Campbell,134,88
deuterated glutathioneS-transferase, correlation of backbone amide and

aliphatic gamma resonances, McCallum, Hitchens, and Rule,134,350
dimethylsulfone, direct determination of motional correlational times by 1D

MAS and 2D exchange NMR, Favre, Schaefer, and Chmelka,134,261
dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine bilayers, magic angle-oriented sample spin-

ning approach, Glaubitz and Watts,130,305
DNA–europium complex, internuclear angles of DNA, determination using

paramagnetic-assisted magnetic alignment, Begeret al., 135,256
fast broadband inversion by adiabatic pulses, Hwang, Zijl, and Garwood,

133,200
ferrocene,13C–1H spin pair under fast MAS, application of rotor-synchro-

nized amplitude-modulated cross polarization, Raya and Hirschinger,
133,341

glycine, six-pulse PASS MAS-NMR technique solved by phasor method,
Effey, Butcher, and Cappelletti,132,266

heteronuclear X-filter1H PFG double-quantum experiment for proton res-
onance assignment of ligand bound to protein, Dalvit, Ramage, and
Hommel,131,148

HSQC-based methyl group selection via gradients in multidimensional
NMR of proteins, Diercks, Schwaiger, and Kessler,130,335

improved resolution from double constant-time evolution of 3D and 4D
triple-resonance experiments, McCoy,130,341

in vivo NMR
on clinical 1.5 T MR system, heteronuclear cross polarization for en-

hanced sensitivity, van den Bergh, van den Boogert, and Heerschap,
135,93

2D localized, using modified INEPT and DEPT, Watanabeet al.,134,214
low-temperature NMR: high-precision13C shift thermometer for 100–300

K, Quastet al., 134,236
methyl salicylate, reduced relaxation time: sensitivity enhancement in

INADEQUATE, Mattiello and Freeman,135,514
and15N

alanine and urea multiply labeled with, counting spins with SEDOR, Cull
et al., 133,352

ubiquitin labeled with, measurement of dipolar couplings for methylene
and methyl sites and use in structure determination, Ottigeret al.,134,
365
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and15N, proteins labeled with
amide deuterium isotope effects on Cb chemical shifts, multidimensional

editing for, Meissner and Sørensen,135,547
double-labeled, Bloch–Siegert shift-compensated and cyclic sideband-

eliminated double-adiabatic homonuclear decoupling for, Zhang and
Gorenstein,132,81

in H2O solution, H(C)CH-COSY and (H)CCH-COSY experiments,
Gehring and Ekiel,135,185

spin relaxation, measurement of cross correlation between dipolar cou-
pling and chemical-shift anisotropy, Ghose, Huang, and Prestegard,
135,487

NMR imaging, cyclicJ cross-polarization-based, analysis of carbohydrate
metabolism and transport in castor bean seedlings by, Heidenreichet
al., 132,109

NMR with RF field gradients, self-diffusion measurements by, Malveauet
al., 130,131

OCS, rovibrationally averaged nuclear shielding constants, Jackowski,135,
444

1D spectroscopy , pulse sequence DEPTQ for, Burger and Bigler,135,529
4-n-pentyl-49-cyanobiphenyl liquid crystals, application of broadband de-

coupling sequence SPARC-16, Yu and Fung,130,317
polystyrene labeled with, 2D NMR experiments for structural analysis, Saito

and Rinaldi,132,41
proteins labeled with, 2D NMR for assignment of aromatic side chains,

Promperset al., 130,68
proteins uniformly labeled with,13C–NOESY–HSQC with split carbon

evolution for increased resolution, Baur, Gemmecker, and Kessler,132,
191

protons attached to, scalar spin–spin coupling contants between, methylene
specific experiments, Carlomagnoet al., 135,216

purine nucleotides labeled with, DNA decamer duplex with,13C relaxation,
Kojima et al., 135,310

raffinose, heteronuclear long-range couplings by gradient-enhanced 2D mul-
tiple-bond correlation, Sheng and van Halbeek,130,296

rapid-pulsing artifact-free double-quantum-filtered homonuclear spectros-
copy: 2D-INADEQUATE experiment revisited, Bourdonneau and An-
cian,132,316

relaxation data, analysis of protein side-chain dynamics, Daragan and Mayo,
130,329

RNA uniformly labeled with, selectively2H labeled, proton and carbon
assignment, 3D C(CC)H TOCSY for, Dayie, Tolbert, and Williamson,
130,97

rotational motion of solute molecule in highly viscous liquid, Lienin,
Brüschweiler, and Ernst,131,184

self-diffusion measurements by13C NMR using RF field gradients, Malveau
et al., 130,131

sensitivity- and gradient-enhanced hetero (v1) half-filtered TOCSY for
long-range heteronuclear coupling constants, Uhrı´n et al., 130,155

solid sample enriched with, phase-sensitive detection of 2D homonuclear
correlation spectra in MAS NMR, Boender and Vega,133,281

solute–solvent interactions of fullerenes C60 and C70 in solution: 1D steady-
state intermolecular13C, 1H Overhauser effect , Troganis, Gerothanas-
sis, and Papademitriou,130,149

spin–lattice relaxation in 99%13C-enriched diamonds, Shabanova, Schaum-
burg, and Sellschop,130,8

STUD1 parameter calibration for efficient broadband adiabatic decoupling
in single transient, Bendall and Skinner,134,331

triple-resonance HCN experiments, optimization for larger RNA oligonu-
cleotides, Sklena´ř et al., 130,119

2D CP/MAS13C isotropic chemical shift correlation established by1H spin
diffusion, Wilhelmet al., 134,255

ubiquitin, dipole–CSA cross-correlated relaxation, quantitative analysis by
ZQ/DQ spectroscopy, Brutscheret al., 130,346

13C60

triplet state, pulsed ENDOR studies at 95 GHz, van den Berget al.,
131, 39

C60

solute–solvent interactions in solution: 1D steady-state intermolecular13C,
1H Overhauser effect , Troganis, Gerothanassis, and Papademitriou,
130,149

C70

solute–solvent interactions in solution: 1D steady-state intermolecular13C,
1H Overhauser effect , Troganis, Gerothanassis, and Papademitriou,
130,149

13Ca–1Ha dipolar tensor
and15N chemical shift tensor, correlation in solid-state MAS NMR, peptide

torsion angle determination by, Honget al., 135,169
Carbohydrates

metabolism and transport in castor bean seedlings, cyclicJ cross-polariza-
tion imaging and spectroscopy, Heidenreichet al., 132,109

b-Carboline
derivatives, interaction with human serum albumin,1H NMR studies, Veglia

et al., 130,281
Carbon

assignment in uniformly13C- and selectively2H-labeled RNA, 3D C(CC)H
TOCSY for, Dayie, Tolbert, and Williamson,130,97

gamma, aliphatic, and backbone amides, resonances in deuterated proteins,
unambiguous correlations, McCallum, Hitchens, and Rule,134,350

rigid strongly coupled, under CW proton decoupling,13C CPMAS line-
widths in solids for, VanderHart and Campbell,134,88

Carbon-based paramagnetic materials
for use in EPR oximetry, separation and enrichment of active component,

Liu et al., 133,291
Carbon disulfide

self-diffusion measurements by13C NMR using RF field gradients, Malveau
et al., 130,131

Carbon tetrachloride
self-diffusion measurements by13C NMR using RF field gradients, Malveau

et al., 130,131
Carboplatin

local disposition kinetics, monitoringin vivo after sc injection in rat using
195Pt NMR, Beckeret al., 133,115

3-Carboxy proxyl
Gaussian line broadening of EPR spectrum, contributions from magnetic-

field modulation and unresolved proton hyperfine structure, Bales,
Peric, and Lamy-Freund,132,279

Cardiac spectroscopy
localized31P NMR: SLOOP, Lo¨ffler et al., 134,287

Cartesian product operators
homogeneous master equation for heteronuclear two-spin system on basis

of, Allard, Helgstrand, and Ha¨rd, 134,7
CARVE

excitation of complicated shapes in three dimensions, Sersˇa and Macura,
135,466

Catalase
NMR spectra acquisition with PASE: paramagnetic signals enhancement,

Bondon and Mouro,134,154
Catalysis

analysis using parahydrogen: evolution of zero-quantum coherence in AA9X
spin systems, Nattereret al., 133,92

Cation binding
induced changes in15N chemical-shift anisotropy in membrane-bound

polypeptide, Tian and Cross,135,535
Cb

chemical shifts, in13C, 15N-labeled proteins, amide deuterium isotope
effects, multidimensional editing for, Meissner and Sørensen,135,547
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Cesium pentadecafluorooctanoate
19F–1H HOESY study of water–surfactant contact, Rauletet al.,133,324

Char
aqueous suspensions, molecular diffusion and DNP enhancement, Odintsov

et al., 135,435
Charge exchange

chromium ions, and impurity nuclear spin–lattice relaxation, ing-irradiated
ruby crystal, Chandoulet al., 135,113

Chemical exchange
exchange-edited gradient HCP-HSQC in sensitivity-enhanced detection of

fast exchanging protons, Zangger and Armitage,135,70
peaks, multiple-pulse mixing sequences selectively enhancing, Hwang and

Shaka,135,280
proton, between metabolites and water, detection in biological tissues,

Guivel-Scharenet al., 133,36
rate constants, measurement with solvent protons using radiation damping,

Chen and Mao,131,358
Chemical-shielding anisotropy

27Al, definitive example, Schurko, Wasylishen, and Phillips,133,388
dipole–CSA cross-correlated relaxation, quantitative analysis by ZQ/DQ

spectroscopy, Brutscheret al., 130,346
1H, from polycrystalline powders, using MSHOT-3 based CRAMPS,

Hohwy et al., 133,374
Chemical shift

analysis of conformational effect of nitroxide spin labels on Ala-rich helical
peptides, Bolinet al., 131,248

backbone amide proton and nitrogen in deuterated proteins, correlation with
aliphatic gamma resonances, McCallum, Hitchens, and Rule,134,350

13C
in 3D DOSY–HMQC experiment for high-resolution analysis of complex

mixtures, Barjat, Morris, and Swanson,131,131
high-precision13C shift thermometer for temperature range 100–300 K,

Quastet al., 134,236
CbT, in 13C, 15N-labeled proteins, amide deuterium isotope effects, multi-

dimensional editing for, Meissner and Sørensen,135,547
57Fe, in superstructured hemoprotein models, effects of atropisomerism and

porphyrin deformation, Gerothanassiset al., 131,163
hyperfine, in solution, high magnetic field consequences, Bertini, Felli, and

Luchinat,134,360
isotropic, interactions, distributions in 2D multiple-quantum MAS NMR

spectra following, Bodart,133,207
in NMR temperature measurements using paramagnetic lanthanide complex,

Zuo et al., 133,53
proton

in 3D DOSY–HMQC experiment for high-resolution analysis of complex
mixtures, Barjat, Morris, and Swanson,131,131

identification in systems with rapid chemical exchange using water stripe
information in TOCSY, Nakashima, McClung, and Kotovych,133,222

Chemical-shift anisotropy
13C, ampicillin and penicillin-V, 2D-PASS and CP/MAS NMR, Antzutkin,

Lee, and Levitt,135,144
–dipolar coupling cross-correlation rates

estimation from laboratory-frame relaxation experiments, Ghose and
Prestegard,134,308

in spin relaxation of13C, 15N-labeled proteins, Ghose, Huang, and
Prestegard,135,487

interference, differential line broadening in presence of, Elbayedet al.,130,
209

15N
ampicillin and penicillin-V, 2D-PASS and CP/MAS NMR, Antzutkin,

Lee, and Levitt,135,144
in membrane-bound polypeptide, cation binding-induced changes, Tian

and Cross,135,535
purine, in DNA dynamics study via13C relaxation, Kojimaet al.,135,310

Chemical-shift correlation
isotropic, 2D CP/MAS13C, established by1H spin diffusion, Wilhelmet al.,

134,255
Chemical-shift imaging

13C, alternative scheme via inverse detection of protons through MILS
technique, Leeet al., 130,102

in rotating solids, by RF field gradients, Malveauet al., 134,171
Chemical-shift tensor

15N, and 13Ca–1Ha dipolar tensor, correlation in solid-state MAS NMR,
peptide torsion angle determination by, Honget al., 135,169

Chloroform
molecules oriented in liquid crystals, natural abundance2H NMR spectra,

Khetrapalet al., 135,265
Cholestane spin labels

shape of Hahn echo responses, influence of high orientational order, van der
Struijf et al., 130,253

Choline
singlet, simultaneous detection inin vivo lactate editing at 1.5 T using

PRESS excitation, in head and neck tumors, Star-Lacket al.,133,243
(CH3)3P–AlCl3 complex

in zeolite NaX,27Al 3 31P INEPT experiments, Kao and Grey,133,313
Chromium ions

charge exchange, and impurity nuclear spin–lattice relaxation, ing-irradi-
ated ruby crystal, Chandoulet al., 135,113

spin-3
2
, in ruby, looping transition, simulation methods for, Gaffney and

Silverstone,134,57
Circuits

double- and triple-resonance, for high-frequency probes, Zhanget al., 132,
167

13C isotope editing
affinity NMR, Gonnellaet al., 131,336

35Cl
NaClO3, single crystal 2D NQR spectroscopy, off-resonance effects, Ajith-

kumaret al., 135,165
13C-labeling

3D NMR pulse sequences for characterization of polymer chain end struc-
tures, Saito and Rinaldi,130,135

CLEANEX-PM
attenuation of cross-relaxation peaks, Hwang and Shaka,135,280

13CO
relaxation rate in poorly resolved NMR spectra, 3D accordion spectroscopy

Carr, Fearing, and Palmer,132,25
59Co

HFeCo3(CO)11PPh2H, 31PJ-coupled to, differential line broadening in pres-
ence of quadrupolar–CSA interference, Elbayedet al., 130,209

Coals
for use in EPR oximetry, separation and enrichment of active component,

Liu et al., 133,291
Coaxial line

based truncated transmission line probe, FT-EPR with, Rubinsonet al.,132,
255

Coherence
five-quantum,I 5 5

2
nuclei:27Al in Al 2O3 single crystal, Kaikkonen, Ylinen,

and Punkkinen,133,123
intermolecular zero-quantum, of multi-component spin systems in solution

NMR, Ahn, Lisitza, and Warren,133,266
nuclear, low-frequency, simple two-pulse detection scheme in pulsed EPR

for, Dzuba, Borovykh, and Hoff,133,286
zero-quantum, evolution in AA9X spin systems: analysis of catalytic pro-

cesses using parahydrogen, Nattereret al., 133,92
Coherence selection

pulsed-field gradient, in 2D MAS spectroscopy of dipolar solids, Fritzhanns
et al., 134,355
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RF-gradient, in selective 1D and nonselective 2D experiments, Heikkinen,
Rahkamaa, and Kilpela¨inen,133,183

Coherence transfer
homogeneous master equation for heteronuclear two-spin system on basis of

Cartesian product operators, Allard, Helgstrand, and Ha¨rd, 134,7
multiplicity-selective transfer steps for design of amino acid-selective triple-

resonance experiments, Schmiederet al., 131,199
pathways, selection by phase cycling and pulsed-field gradients in NMR,

simulation, Jerschow and Mu¨ller, 134,17
Coherence transfer functions

evolution of zero-quantum coherence in AA9X spin systems: analysis of
catalytic processes using parahydrogen, Nattereret al., 133,92

three coupled spins1
2

under planar mixing conditions, Schedletzky, Luy, and
Glaser,130,27

Collagen
induced arthritis in DA rat, Sandimmune Neoral effects by high-resolution

3D MRI and histology, Beckmannet al., 131,8
Colloidal suspensions

experimental determination of four-time stimulated echoes, Hinzeet al.,
131,218

Combined rotation and multiple-pulse spectroscopy (CRAMPS)
MSHOT-3 based,1H chemical-shielding anisotropies from polycrystalline

powders, Hohwyet al., 133,374
Common gateway interface program

for World Wide Web NMR spectrometer, Buszko, Buszko, and Wang,131,
362

Complex motion
associated1H and2H NMR relaxation in hydrogen-bonded solids: classical

jumps over barrier and incoherent tunneling, Reynhardt and Latano-
wicz, 130,195

Component-resolved spectroscopy (CORE)
component separation in NMR imaging and multidimensional spectroscopy

based on prior knowledge, Stilbs,135,236
Component separation

in NMR imaging and multidimensional spectroscopy, through global least-
squares analysis based on prior knowledge, Stilbs,135,236

Composite pulses
excitation schemes, for MQMAS NMR of half-integer quadrupolar spins,

Marinelli, Medek, and Frydman,132,88
90°: distortionless NMR spectra and suppression without destruction of

water magnetization, Sodano, Landon, and Ptak,133,194
Computers

high-speed personal computer, real-time image reconstruction and display
system for MRI, Haishi and Kose,134,138

improved hardware and software for single-crystal NMR, Vosegaardet al.,
135,126

Computer simulation (seeSimulation)
Confomation

Ala-rich helical peptides, effect of nitroxide spin labels, NMR analysis,
Bolin et al., 131,248

information from water stripe in TOCSY experiments on systems with
exchangeable protons, Nakashima, McClung, and Kotovych,133,222

polymers, 2D double-quantum solid-state NMR for determining, complete
dipolar decoupling of13C for, Schmidt-Rohr,131,209

Constant-time evolution
double constant-time, 3D and 4D triple-resonance experiments, improved

resolution, McCoy,130,341
Constant-time HCCH–COSY

spin-echo difference, measurement of carbon–phosphorusJ coupling con-
stants in RNA, Hoogstraten and Pardi,133,236

Continuous-wave EPR
nonlinear,T1 measurement by, Cianflone, Francia, and Leporini,131,86
time-domain EPR for high-spin iron(III)–nitroxyl distances in spin-labeled

porphyrins, Rakowskyet al., 131,97

Contrast
prediction using binary spin–bath model and super-Lorentzian lineshape:

magnetization transfer imaging of rat brain under non-steady-state
conditions, Quessonet al., 130,321

T1-dependent, optimization with nonstandard flip angles in spin-echo and
inversion-recovery MR imaging, Bonnyet al., 130,51

Contrast agents
single-electron, for oximetric imaging, EPR and DNP properties, Arden-

kjær-Larsenet al., 133,1
superparamagnetic particles, intravascular and intracellular hepatic relaxivi-

ties, Coletet al., 134,199
Convection compensation

in gradient-enhanced NMR, Jerschow and Mu¨ller, 132,13
Convection suppression

and temperature imaging by1H NMR, in NMR probes, Hedin and Furo´,
131,126

Coordination complex
Li, formation with nitroxides in aqueous phase: magnetic relaxation disper-

sion of 7Li, Dinesen and Bryant,132,19
Cope rearrangement

semibullvalene valence tautomers, high-precision13C shift thermometer for
temperature range 100–300 K based on, Quastet al., 134,236

Copper
planar, echo decay in high-temperature superconductors, contributions of

spin–lattice relaxation, Curro and Slichter,130,186
Copper(I) phosphines

linear, anisotropy in31P,63,65Cu indirect spin–spin coupling and31P nuclear
shielding tensors, Kroekeret al., 135,208

CORE
component separation in NMR imaging and multidimensional spectroscopy

based on prior knowledge, Stilbs,135,236
Correction method

for k-space trajectory deviations in MRI, Duynet al., 132,150
Corrections and additions,132,330; 134,194
Correlated noise

complex patterns, effect on measurement of set of peak parameters, Golding
and Golding,135,380

Correlational times
motional, direct determination by 1D MAS and 2D exchange NMR, Favre,

Schaefer, and Chmelka,134,261
Correlation spectra

multidimensional solid-state NMR, intrinsic asymmetry, Caldarelli and
Emsley,129,233

2D, automated processing, Sengstschmid, Sterk, and Freeman,131,315
2D homonuclear, in MAS NMR, phase-sensitive detection, Boender and

Vega,133,281
Correlation spectroscopy (seeCOSY)
Correlation time

extremely long, in glassy materials, sensitivity of saturation-transfer ESR
extended to, van den Dries, de Jager, and Hemminga,131,241

COSY
active-coupling-pattern tilting experiment for determination of homonuclear

coupling constants, Koz´miński, 134,189
H(C)CH-COSY and (H)CCH-COSY,13C-labeled proteins in H2O solution,

Gehring and Ekiel,135,185
multiple-pulse, simplification of19F NMR spectra of liquid crystalline

samples, Lesotet al., 133,166
quantitativeJ correlation, determination of three-bond1H39–31P couplings

in nucleic acids and protein–nucleic acid complexes by, Cloreet al.,
134,164

spin-echo difference constant-time HCCH–COSY, carbon–phosphorusJ
coupling constants in RNA using, Hoogstraten and Pardi,133,236

suppression of diagonal peaks with singular value decomposition, Zheet al.,
132,176
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Coupled spin systems
in-phase double selective excitation using excitation sculpting, Bourg and

Nuzillard, 133,173
Coupling (see alsoDipolar coupling; Spin–spin coupling)

magnetic, protein-mediated, between lactate and water protons, Swanson,
135,248

Coupling constants (seeSpin–spin coupling)
CP-MAS (seeCross polarization–magic-angle spinning)
CRAMPS

MSHOT-3 based,1H chemical-shielding anisotropies from polycrystalline
powders, Hohwyet al., 133,374

Creatine
singlet, simultaneous detection inin vivo lactate editing at 1.5 T using

PRESS excitation, in head and neck tumors, Star-Lacket al.,133,243
Cross-correlation rates

chemical-shift anisotropy–dipolar coupling
estimation from laboratory-frame relaxation experiments, Ghose and

Prestegard,134,308
in spin relaxation of13C, 15N-labeled proteins, Ghose, Huang, and

Prestegard,135,487
Cross peaks

detection in 2D proton NMR spectra using excitation sculpting, Van and
Shaka,132,154

IS, spin-state selective editing,a/b-HSQC-a/b experiment for, Andersson,
Annila, and Otting,133,364

Cross polarization (see alsoHeteronuclear cross polarization)
cyclic J CP imaging and spectroscopy, analysis of carbohydrate metabolism

and transport in castor bean seedlings by, Heidenreichet al.,132,109
for 1H NMR image contrast in solids, Nakaiet al., 134,44
rotor-synchronized amplitude-modulated, application in13C–1H spin pair

under fast MAS, Raya and Hirschinger,133,341
surface selective1H/29Si CP NMR by NOE enhancement from laser-polar-

ized xenon, Pietraß, Seydoux, and Pines,133,299
Cross polarization–magic-angle spinning

chemical-shift imaging in rotating solids by RF field gradients, Malveauet
al., 134,171

13C linewidths, in solids for rigid strongly coupled carbons under CW proton
decoupling, VanderHart and Campbell,134,88

15N chemical-shift anisotropy of ampicillin and penicillin-V, Antzutkin,
Lee, and Levitt,135,144

signals at high spinning speeds, simulation, Ray, Ladizhansky, and Vega,
135,427

119Tin NMR spectra ofpara-substituted triaryltin(pentacarbonyl)manga-
nese(I) complexes, quadrupole–dipole effects, Christendatet al., 131,
1

2D, 13C isotropic chemical shift correlation, established by1H spin diffu-
sion, Wilhelmet al., 134,255

Cross relaxation
peaks, multiple-pulse mixing sequences selectively enhancing, Hwang and

Shaka,135,280
water protons and19F nuclei in perfluoroalkyl chain, Rauletet al.,133,324

Cross-relaxation time
TIS, 1H–13C dipolar interactions through, cross polarization for1H NMR

image contrast in solids, Nakaiet al., 134,44
Cryoprotection

effects on structure and activity of p21ras: implications for ESEEM,
Halkides, Farrar, and Singel,134,142

Crystals
experimental determination of four-time stimulated echoes, Hinzeet al.,

131,218
CSA (seeChemical-shielding anisotropy; Chemical-shift anisotropy)
63Cu

Cu2O powder, NMR imaging using second-order quadrupole broadened
resonances, Swaminathan and Suits,132,274

63,65Cu
anisotropy in31P,63,65Cu indirect spin–spin coupling and31P nuclear shield-

ing tensors of linear copper(I) phosphines, Kroekeret al., 135,208
Cu2O powder

63Cu, NMR imaging using second-order quadrupole broadened resonances,
Swaminathan and Suits,132,274

Cutinase
13C-labeled, assignment of aromatic side chains, 2D NMR experiments for,

Promperset al., 130,68
Cyclic J cross-polarization

based imaging and spectroscopy, analysis of carbohydrate metabolism and
transport in plant seedlings by, Heidenreichet al., 132,109

cyclo-Pro-Gly
analysis of error propagation from NMR-derived internuclear distances into

molecular structure, Dzˇakulaet al., 135,454
Cytochromec3

uniformly 15N-labeled, interference contribution toT2 of imido protons of
coordinated imidazoles, paramagnetic inversion of sign of, Ohmuraet
al., 131,367

D

Data processing
blind source separation use in NMR for model-free analysis of mixtures,

Nuzillard, Bourg, and Nuzillard,133,358
frequency-selective MRS data quantification with frequency prior knowl-

edge, Dologlou, Van Huffel, and Van Ormondt,130,238
spectral parameter estimation by iterative quadratic maximum likelihood

method, Zhu, Choy, and Sanctuary,135,37
2D NMR, application of filter diagonalization method, Mandelshtam, Tay-

lor, and Shaka,133,304
Davies ENDOR

matrix line, Astashkin and Kawamori,135,406
Decay data

multiexponential, uniform-penalty inversion, Borgia, Brown, and Fan-
tazzini,132,65

Decomposition
rank-revealing orthogonal, fast removal of residual water in proton spectra,

Vanhammeet al., 132,197
singular value, suppression of diagonal peaks with, Zheet al., 132,176

Deconvolution
reference, NMR spectra by 1D filter diagonalization method, Huet al.,134,

76
reference spectrum,R29 measurement in presence of multiple spectral com-

ponents, Wehrliet al., 131,61
Decoupling

adiabatic (seeAdiabatic decoupling)
complete dipolar, of13C, and use in 2D double-quantum solid-state NMR

for determining polymer conformations, Schmidt-Rohr,131,209
CW proton, 13C CPMAS linewidths in solids for rigid strongly coupled

carbons under, VanderHart and Campbell,134,88
WALTZ-16, heating effects: high-precision13C shift thermometer for tem-

perature range 100–300 K, Quastet al., 134,236
DECRA (seeDirect exponential curve resolution algorithm)
Deltorphin I analog

gradient- and sensitivity-enhanced TOCSY, Ko¨vér, Uhrı́n, and Hruby,130,
162

Demagnetizing field
solvent magnetization artifacts in high-field NMR studies of macromolec-

ular hydration, Sobolet al., 130,262
Density matrix

INEPT experiments involving quadrupolar nuclei in solids, Kao and Grey,
133,313

Density operator theory
analysis of catalytic processes with parahydrogen, Nattereret al., 133,92
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DEPT
modified,in vivo 3D localized 13C spectroscopy, Watanabeet al.,134,214

DEPTQ
distortionless enhancement by polarization transfer including detection of

quaternary nuclei, Burger and Bigler,135,529
Detection coil quality factor

super-Q detection of transient MR signals, Suits, Garroway, and Miller,132,
54

Deuteration
effects on accuracy of HN–HN distance constraints, Briercheck and Rule,

134,52
Deuteron exchange NMR

2D, in study of vacancy diffusion in polycrystalline benzene, comparison
with NMR stimulated echo, Isfort, Geil, and Fujara,130,45

Diagonal peaks
suppression with singular value decomposition, Zhuet al., 132,176

Diamonds
99% 13C-enriched, spin–lattice relaxation,13C NMR analysis, Shabanova,

Schaumburg, and Sellschop,130,8
Dianisyl-nitroxide radical

disordered powder sample, high-frequency/high-field ESEEM study of ni-
trogen hyperfine and quadrupole interactions, Bloeß, Mo¨bius, and
Prisner,134,30

1,3-Dibromoadamantane
rotational motion in polychlorotrifluoroethene,13C NMR, Lienin, Brüsch-

weiler, and Ernst,131,184
o-Dichlorobenzene

solute–solvent interactions of fullerenes C60 and C70 in solution: 1D steady-
state intermolecular13C, 1H Overhauser effect study, Troganis,
Gerothanassis, and Papademitriou,130,149

Diffusion
and DNP enhancement, in aqueous char suspensions, Odintsovet al., 135,

435
laser-polarized noble gas, time-dependent, PFG measurements, Mairet al.,

135,478
measurements using RF field gradient, Humbertet al., 134,245
modeling of self-diffusion and relaxation time NMR in multi-compartment

systems, Novikov, van Dusschoten, and Van As,135,522
non-mono-exponential attenuation of water andN-acetyl aspartate signals in

brain tissue due to, Assaf and Cohen,131,69
proteins in aqueous solution, practical aspects of measurement, Tillett, Lian,

and Norwood,133,379
proton PFG diffusion andT1 relaxation in polyacrylamide gels, unified

approach using volume averaging, Penkeet al., 132,240
restricted

in sea ice in Antarctica, study by Earth’s field NMR: pulsed gradient spin
echo NMR, Callaghanet al., 133,148

spin-echo attenuation, as discord of structure waves, Stepisˇnik, 131,339
rigid body, Green function: effect of coupling between rotational and trans-

lational Brownian motions on NMR spin relaxation: Beloborodov,
Orekhov, and Arseniev,132,328

temperature imaging by1H NMR and suppression of convection, Hedin and
Furó, 131,126

3D DOSY–HMQC experiment for high-resolution analysis of complex
mixtures, Barjat, Morris, and Swanson,131,131

Diffusion coefficients
measurement by 2D NMR using accordion spectroscopy, Millet and Pons,

131,166
Diffusion NMR

and13C isotope editing: isotope-filtered NMR, Gonnellaet al., 131,336
imaging, component separation through global least-squares analysis based

on prior knowledge, Stilbs,135,236

Diffusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY)
experiments on polymers, multivariate curve resolution, Van Gorkom and

Hancewicz,130,125
Diffusivity

ionic charge carriers, NMR measurement, Heil and Holz,135,17
Digitization

signal, improved resolution and signal-to-noise ratio in MRI via, Elliottet
al., 130,300

Dimers
magnetic exchange coupled, nuclear and electron relaxation, Bertiniet al.,

130,33
Dimethylsulfone

motional correlational times, direct determination by 1D MAS and 2D
exchange NMR, Favre, Schaefer, and Chmelka,134,261

Dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine
uniformly aligned bilayers, magic angle-oriented sample spinning approach,

Glaubitz and Watts,130,305
2,2-Di(4-tert-octylphenyl)-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH)

p ands transitions, DNP study at 1.53 mT, Salmanet al., 134,1
a,aDiphenyl-b-picrylhydrazyl

application of radiofrequency 220-MHz FT EPR spectrometer, Alecciet al.,
130,272

Dipolar coupling
–chemical-shift anisotropy cross-correlation rates

estimation from laboratory-frame relaxation experiments, Ghose and
Prestegard,134,308

in spin relaxation of13C, 15N-labeled proteins, Ghose, Huang, and
Prestegard,135,487

methylene and methyl sites in weakly oriented macromolecules, Ottigeret
al., 134,365

residual, direct structure refinement against, in presence of rhombicity of
unkown magnitude, Clore, Gronenborn, and Tjandra,131,159

simplified 2D NMR spectra, Ottiger, Delaglio, and Bax,131,373
Dipolar decoupling

complete, of13C, and use in 2D double-quantum solid-state NMR for
determining polymer conformations, Schmidt-Rohr,131,209

Dipolar interactions
1H–13C, through cross relaxation timeTIS, cross polarization for1H NMR

image contrast in solids, Nakaiet al., 134,44
23Na in solution, determination by triple-quantum relaxation time measure-

ments, Eliav and Navon,130,63
Dipolar solids

2D MAS spectroscopy, pulsed-field gradient selection, Fritzhannset al.,
134,355

Dipolar tensor
13Ca–1Ha, and 15N chemical shift tensor, correlation in solid-state MAS

NMR, peptide torsion angle determination by, Honget al., 135,169
Dipole–CSA cross-correlated relaxation

quantitative analysis by ZQ/DQ spectroscopy, Brutscheret al., 130,346
Dipole–dipole interactions

nuclear spin systems with, parametrical instability, Buishvili, Giorgadze,
and Khomeriki,130,82

Direct exponential curve resolution algorithm
multivariate image analysis of MR images

algorithm and model study, Windig, Hornak, and Antalek,132,298
human brain images, Antalek, Hornak, and Windig,132,307

Director fluctuations
formalism for evaluation of order-fluctuation modes in liquid crystals from

field-cycling NMR-relaxometry data, Grinberget al., 135,54
Direct summation

peak integrals obtained by, influence of noise on, Bourg and Nuzillard,134,
184
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Disposition kinetics
carboplatin, monitoringin vivo after sc injection in rat using195Pt NMR,

Beckeret al., 133,115
Dissipative media

surface and gradiometer coils near conducting body: lift-off effect, Suits,
Garroway, and Miller,135,373

Distance constraints
HN–HN, deuteration effects on accuracy, Briercheck and Rule,134,52

Distance geometry
analysis of error propagation from NMR-derived internuclear distances into

molecular structure ofcyclo-Pro-Gly, Džakulaet al., 135,454
Distributed parallel processing

for multidimensional maximum entropy reconstruction, Li, Stern, and Hoch,
134,161

Distributions
quadrupolar and isotropic chemical shift interactions in 2D multiple-quan-

tum MAS NMR spectra, Bodart,133,207
DNA

duplex, dynamics,13C relaxation study, Kojimaet al., 135,310
internuclear angles, determination using paramagnetic-assisted magnetic

alignment, Begeret al., 135,256
structural studies, interresidue quiet NOE for, Begeret al., 132,34
weak labile1H resonances of protein side chains contacting, enhancement:

15N-edited 3D NOESY-HMQC with water flipback, Gruschus and
Ferretti,135,87

DNP (seedynamic nuclear polarization)
Dorsal stream

activation during visually guided movements, functional MRI, Ellermannet
al., 131,272

DOSY
experiments on polymers, multivariate curve resolution, Van Gorkom and

Hancewicz,130,125
DOSY–HMQC

3D experiment for high-resolution analysis of complex mixtures, Barjat,
Morris, and Swanson,131,131

Double-adiabatic decoupling
homonuclear, Bloch–Siegert shift-compensated and cyclic sideband-elimi-

nated, for13C- and15N-double-labeled proteins, Zhang and Gorenstein,
132,81

Double pulsed-field-gradient spin echo
cross peak detection in 2D proton NMR spectra using excitation sculpting,

Van and Shaka,132,154
ultraclean multisite selective excitation using excitation sculpting, Parella,

Sánchez-Ferrando, and Virgili,135,50
Double-quantum-filtered homonuclear spectroscopy

rapid-pulsing artifact-free: 2D-INADEQUATE experiment revisited, Bour-
donneau and Ancian,132,316

Double-quantum filtered NMR
selective detection of biexponential relaxation in isotropic solutions: mixed

coherence filtering NMR, Yamadaet al., 135,99
Double-quantum NMR

2D solid-state, for determining polymer conformations, complete dipolar
decoupling of13C for, Schmidt-Rohr,131,209

Double-quantum spectroscopy
heteronuclear X-filter1H PFG, for proton resonance assignment of ligand

bound to protein, Dalvit, Ramage, and Hommel,131,148
Double-quantum transition

in high-frequency EPR study of integer spin system, van Damet al., 130,
140

Double resonance
probe, for close frequencies, Haase, Curro, and Slichter,135,273

DPPH (2,2-Di(4-tert-octylphenyl)-1-picrylhydrazyl)
p ands transitions, DNP study at 1.53 mT, Salmanet al., 134,1

DQ-COSY
automated processing of 2D correlation spectra, Sengstschmid, Sterk, and

Freeman,131,315
DQ/ZQ-HCCH-E.-COSY

methylene specific experiments for scalar spin–spin coupling constants
between protons attached to13C, Carlomagnoet al., 135,216

Drosomycin
NOESY: composite 90° pulse sequence application, Sodano, Landon, and

Ptak,133,194
Drying

in situ, for preparing NMR samples with extremely low water content, Goez,
135,14

Dynamic nuclear polarization
enhancement

in aqueous char suspensions, Odintsovet al., 135,435
in proton–electron double-resonance imaging, mobility and free radical

concentration effects, de Sousaet al., 135,118
p ands transitions for nitroxide spin probes at 1.53 mT, Salmanet al.,134,

1
properties, of single-electron contrast agents for oximetric imaging, Arden-

kjær-Larsenet al., 133,1
Dynamic range

improved, in high-resolution NMR, analog filtering of large solvent signals
for, Redfield and Kunz,130,111

Dynamics
bulk magnetic moment, in MRI of lung with hyperpolarized noble gases,

Möller et al., 135,133
DNA duplex, 13C relaxation study, Kojimaet al., 135,310
protein backbone: quantitative analysis of dipole–CSA cross-correlated re-

laxation by ZQ/DQ spectroscopy, Brutscheret al., 130,346
protein side-chain, analysis from13C NMR relaxation data, Daragan and

Mayo, 130,329
Dynamic susceptibility contrast

sequential,T1 effects, Levinet al., 130,292

E

Earth’s field NMR
in Antarctica: pulsed gradient spin echo NMR study of restricted diffusion

in sea ice, Callaghanet al., 133,148
Echo (seeSpin echo)
Echo decay

planar Cu in high-temperature superconductors, contributions of spin–lattice
relaxation, Curro and Slichter,130,186

Echo-planar imaging
multishot, image-based reduction of artifacts, Hennel,134,206
radial EPI, description and experimental results, Silvaet al., 135,242

Echo-planar imaging relaxometry
measurement of viscosity of model meal, Marcianiet al., 135,82

Echo response
Hahn pulse sequence, shape of, influence of high orientational order, van der

Struijf et al., 130,253
nitroxide labels in proteins in lipid bilayers: use of phase memory timeT2

for quantitation of rotational motions, van der Struijf and Levine,130,
244

E.COSY
DQ/ZQ-HCCH-E.-COSY, methylene specific experiments for scalar spin–

spin coupling constants between protons attached to13C, Carlomagno
et al., 135,216

Eddy currents
localized compensation using quantitative field mapping, Terpstra,

Andersen, and Gruetter,131,139
Editing

DEPTQ: distortionless enhancement by polarization transfer including de-
tection of quaternary nuclei, Burger and Bigler,135,529
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in vivo lactate editing with simultaneous detection of upfield singlets at 1.5
T using PRESS excitation, tumor applications, Star-Lacket al., 133,
243

multidimensional, for amide deuterium isotope effects on Cb chemical shifts
in 13C, 15N-labeled proteins, Meissner and Sørensen,135,547

15N-edited 3D NOESY-HMQC with water flipback, Gruschus and Ferretti,
135,87

spin-state selective, of IS cross peaks,a/b-HSQC-a/b experiment for,
Andersson, Annila, and Otting,133,364

taurine detectionin vitro and in vivo, Hardy and Norwood,133,70
Editorial

new Associate Editor and Editorial Board members,130,v
Effective gradients

in porous media due to susceptibility differences, Hu¨rlimann,131,232
EIS

direct determination of motional correlational times, Favre, Schaefer, and
Chmelka,134,261

Electrical mobility
ionic charge carriers, NMR measurement, Heil and Holz,135,17

Electrical transport
in disordered medium, NMR studies, Heil and Holz,135,17

Electron-nuclear double resonance
pulsed (seePulsed ENDOR)

Electron paramagnetic resonance (seeEPR; Pulsed EPR)
Electron relaxation

and nuclear relaxation, in magnetic exchange coupled dimers, Bertiniet al.,
130,33

Electron spin echo envelope modulation (seeESEEM)
Electron spin resonance (seeEPR)
Electrophoretic NMR

with PFG NMR, analysis of electrical transport in disordered medium, Heil
and Holz,135,17

ENDOR
pulsed (seePulsed ENDOR)

EPR
absorption, first-harmonic out-of-phase signals,T1 measurements, Livshits,

Páli, and Marsh,134,113
aqueous samples, rectangular loop–gap resonator for, Piasecki, Froncisz,

and Hubbell,134,36
continuous-wave nonlinear ESR spectroscopies,T1 measurement by, Cian-

flone, Francia, and Leporini,131,86
FT-EPR with nonresonant probe: use of truncated coaxial line, Rubinsonet

al., 132,255
1–370 GHz linewidths for K3CrO8: test of Anderson–Weiss model, Cageet

al., 135,178
220-MHz RF Fourier transform EPR spectrometer, Alecciet al., 130,272
properties, of single-electron contrast agents for oximetric imaging, Arden-

kjær-Larsenet al., 133,1
proxyl spin probe, Gaussian line broadening, contributions from magnetic-

field modulation and unresolved proton hyperfine structure, Bales,
Peric, and Lamy-Freund,132,279

pyridinium tetrafluoroborate, ferroelectric phase transitions, radicals as
probes, Krzyminiewski, Bielewicz-Mordalska, and Kowalczyk,135,
76

slow motional spectra, rapid computation of rotational correlation time,
neural network approach, Martinez and Millhauser,134,124

spectra, computer simulation employing homotopy, Gateset al., 135,104
EPR imaging

spectral–spatial imaging algorithm, implementation by iterative Fourier
reconstruction, Placidiet al., 134,280

EPR oximetry
carbon-based paramagnetic materials for use in, separation and enrichment

of active component, Liuet al., 133,291

Error propagation
from NMR-derived internuclear distances into molecular structure ofcyclo-

Pro-Gly, Džakulaet al., 135,454
Errors

noise-induced: precision of parameters in measuring resonance spectra,
Golding and Golding,135,380

Erythrocytes
suspensions,23Na multiple-quantum-filtered NMR spectra, contribution of

extracellular sodium, Knubovets, Shinar, and Navon,131,92
ESEEM

high-frequency/high-field, study of nitrogen hyperfine and quadrupole in-
teractions on disordered powder sample, Bloeß, Mo¨bius, and Prisner,
134,30

implications of effects of cryoprotection on p21ras structure and activity,
Halkides, Farrar, and Singel,134,142

multifrequency powder spectra, determination of nitrogen quadrupole and
hyperfine tensors in oxovanadium complex by simultaneous fitting of,
Reijerse, Tyryshkin, and Dikanov,131,295

1D and 2D, sensitivity enhancement by matched microwave pulses, Jeschke,
Rakhmatullin, and Schweiger,131,261

optically detected, on photoexcited triplet state in zero magnetic field, Weis,
Möbius, and Prisner,131,17

spectra, efficient simulation using Gamma, Shane, Liesum, and Schweiger,
134,72

2D nuclear-Zeeman-resolved experiment, Willeret al., 133,46
Evolution strategy

optimization, for selective pulses in NMR, Lunatiet al., 134,223
Exchange-edited gradient HCP-HSQC

sensitivity-enhanced detection of fast exchanging protons, Zangger and
Armitage,135,70

Exchange NMR
2D, and 1D MAS, direct determination of motional correlational times by,

Favre, Schaefer, and Chmelka,134,261
Excitation

composite pulse schemes, for MQMAS NMR of half-integer quadrupolar
spins, Marinelli, Medek, and Frydman,132,88

PRESS,in vivo lactate editing with simultaneous detection of upfield sin-
glets at 1.5 T with, applications to brain and head and neck tumors,
Star-Lacket al., 133,243

Excitation sculpting
cross peak detection in 2D proton NMR spectra, Van and Shaka,132,154
in-phase double selective excitation of coupled spin systems, Bourg and

Nuzillard, 133,173
RF-gradient, in selective 1D and nonselective 2D experiments, Heikkinen,

Rahkamaa, and Kilpela¨inen,133,183
ultraclean multisite selective excitation, Parella, Sa´nchez-Ferrando, and

Virgili, 135,50
Extended Karpus equation

vicinal fluorine–proton coupling constants: individual substituent effects,
Fabián, Guilleme, and Dı´ez,133,255

F

19F
cesium pentadecafluorooctanoate:19F–1H HOESY study of water–surfac-

tant contact, Rauletet al., 133,324
liquid crystalline samples, NMR, simplification of spectra by multiple-pulse

COSY, Lesotet al., 133,166
perfluorocarbon FC40, MRI in inhomogeneous fields by SPARE sequence,

McIntyre, Hennel, and Morris,130,58
Fast imaging

real-time image reconstruction and display system for MRI using high-speed
personal computer, Haishi and Kose,134,138
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57Fe
shieldings, in superstructured hemoprotein models, effects of atropisomer-

ism and porphyrin deformation, Gerothanassiset al., 131,163
Ferrocene

13C–1H spin pair under fast MAS, application of rotor-synchronized ampli-
tude-modulated cross polarization, Raya and Hirschinger,133,341

Field-cycling relaxometry
data, formalism for evaluation of order-fluctuation modes in liquid crystals,

Grinberget al., 135,54
Field-gradient NMR

spatial resolution, demonstrating, Feiweiret al., 131,203
Field mapping

with amplitude images at low field, use of phase reference for, Tomasiet al.,
131,310

automated shimming with normal spectrometer hardware using: Chilvers
and Morris,133,210

Fields
eddy current, quantitative mapping, localized eddy current compensation,

Terpstra, Andersen, and Gruetter,131,139
Filter diagonalization method

1D, reference deconvolution, phase correction, and line listing of NMR
spectra by, Huet al., 134,76

1D and 2D NMR spectra, Mandelshtam, Taylor, and Shaka,133,304
Filtered back projection

in iterative applications, Fourier reconstruction as alternative: Fourier spec-
tral spatial EPR imaging, Placidiet al., 134,280

Filtering
frequency-selective MRS data quantification with frequency prior knowl-

edge, Dologlou, Van Huffel, and Van Ormondt,130,238
Flavodoxin

detection of15N–15N J-couplings, Löhr and Ru¨terjans,132,130
Flip angles

arbitrary, simultaneous and independent rotations with, for I, ISa, and ISb

spin systems, Briand and Sørensen,135,44
effects in STEAM and PRESS—optimized vs sinc RF pulses, Ryner, Ke,

and Thomas,131,118
nonstandard, in optimization of signal intensity andT1-dependent contrast in

spin-echo and inversion-recovery MR imaging, Bonnyet al., 130,51
Floquet theory

spectral simulation using: proton MAS NMR at high magnetic fields and
high spinning frequencies, Rayet al., 135,418

time propagation technique for MAS NMR simulation derived from, appli-
cation to quadrupolar nuclei, Charpentier, Fermon, and Virlet,132,181

Flowing spins
steady-state saturation, pulse sequences for, Marshall,133,13

Fluids
flowing, steady-state saturation of spins, pulse sequences for, Marshall,133,

13
in sedimentary rock,in situ NMR analysis, de Swietet al., 133,385

Fluorine
vicinal F–H coupling constants: individual substituent effects, Fabia´n, Guil-

leme, and Dı´ez,133,255
Fluoroethane derivatives

vicinal fluorine–proton coupling constants: individual substituent effects,
Fabián, Guilleme, and Dı´ez,133,255

Fourier reconstruction
as alternative to filtered back projection in iterative applications: Fourier

spectral spatial EPR imaging, Placidiet al., 134,280
Free radicals

concentration effects in proton–electron double-resonance imaging, de
Sousaet al., 135,118

Frequency
frequency-selective MRS data quantification with frequency prior knowl-

edge, Dologlou, Van Huffel, and Van Ormondt,130,238

Frequency prior knowledge
frequency-selective MRS data quantification with, Dologlou, Van Huffel,

and Van Ormondt,130,238
Frequency separation

precision in estimating, Jupp, Harris, and Aliev,135,23
FT-EPR

with nonresonant probe: use of truncated coaxial line, Rubinsonet al.,132,
255

Fullerenes
C60 and C70, solute–solvent interactions in solution: 1D steady-state inter-

molecular13C, 1H Overhauser effect study, Troganis, Gerothanassis,
and Papademitriou,130,149

G

Gamma
efficient simulation of ESEEM spectra, Shane, Liesum, and Schweiger,134,

72
Gamma carbon

aliphatic, and backbone amides, resonances in deuterated proteins, unam-
biguous correlations, McCallum, Hitchens, and Rule,134,350

Gas diffusion
time-dependent, PFG measurements, Mairet al., 135,478

Gases
hyperpolarized, low-frequency NMR polarimeter for, Saam and Conradi,

134,67
Gastrointestinal tract

viscosity of model meal, measurement with echo-planar imaging relaxom-
etry, Marcianiet al., 135,82

Gaussian approximation
in analysis ofT1 contributions to planar Cu echo decay in high-temperature

superconductors, Curro and Slichter,130,186
Gaussian line broadening

proxyl spin probe EPR spectrum, contributions from magnetic-field modu-
lation and unresolved proton hyperfine structure, Bales, Peric, and
Lamy-Freund,132,279

Gaussian spherical quadrature
computation of orientational averages in solid-state NMR by, Ede´n and

Levitt, 132,220
Gel permeation chromatography-NMR

experiments on polymers, multivariate curve resolution, Van Gorkom and
Hancewicz,130,125

Glassy materials
extremely slow molecular mobility, sensitivity of saturation-transfer ESR

extended to, van den Dries, de Jager, and Hemminga,131,241
ultraslow motion in metallic glass, detection using alignment echo of spin -3

2
9Be nuclei, Tang and Wu,133,155

Global correlation time
protein, improved estimation from15N relaxation measurements, Yao,

Hinds, and Norton,131,347
Glutamine

and Asn, triple-resonance experiment selective for, multiplicity-selective
coherence transfer steps for design of, Schmiederet al., 131,199

GlutathioneS-transferase
deuterated, correlation of backbone amide and aliphatic gamma resonances,

McCallum, Hitchens, and Rule,134,350
Glycerol

cryoprotection, effects on structure and activity of p21ras: implications for
ESEEM, Halkides, Farrar, and Singel,134,142

saturation-transfer ESR spectra of TEMPOL spin label, van den Dries, de
Jager, and Hemminga,131,241

solutions, dipolar interactions of23Na, determination by triple-quantum
relaxation time measurements, Eliav and Navon,130,63
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Glycine
13C, six-pulse PASS MAS-NMR technique solved by phasor method, Effey,

Butcher, and Cappelletti,132,266
13C–14N REAPDOR NMR experiment optimization, Baet al., 133,104

GOESY
convection compensation, Jerschow and Mu¨ller, 132,13

gp41
SIV, 44-kDa ectodomain,15N relaxation measurements in 3D NMR exper-

iments, Caffreyet al., 135,368
GPC-NMR

experiments on polymers, multivariate curve resolution, Van Gorkom and
Hancewicz,130,125

Gradient coils
multilayer, design, Bowtell and Robyr,131,286

Gradient-echo sequences
artifacts induced by weakly ferromagnetic metals: field mapping with am-

plitude images at low field, Tomasiet al., 131,310
Gradient-enhanced SIMBA

1D determination of long-range heteronuclear coupling constants by, Vogt
and Benesi,132,214

Gradients (see alsoPulsed-field gradients)
effective, in porous media due to susceptibility differences, Hu¨rlimann,131,

232
exchange-edited gradient HCP-HSQC, sensitivity-enhanced detection of

fast exchanging protons, Zangger and Armitage,135,70
HSQC-based methyl group selection via, in multidimensional NMR of

proteins, Diercks, Schwaiger, and Kessler,130,335
use with multiple-pulse mixing sequences enhancing chemical exchange or

cross-relaxation peaks in high-resolution spectra, Hwang and Shaka,
135,280

Gradiometer coils
and surface coils, near conducting body: lift-off effect, Suits, Garroway, and

Miller, 135,373
Gramicidin A

membrane-bound,15N chemical-shift anisotropy, cation binding-induced
changes, Tian and Cross,135,535

Green function
rigid body diffusion: effect of coupling between rotational and translational

Brownian motions on NMR spin relaxation: Beloborodov, Orekhov,
and Arseniev,132,328

GROESY
convection compensation, Jerschow and Mu¨ller, 132,13

Guanidine
dilute solution, measurement of chemical exchange rate constants with

solvent protons using radiation damping, Chen and Mao,131,358
Gyrase B

Staphylococcus aureus,a/b-HSQC-a/b experiment for spin-state selective
editing of IS cross peaks, Andersson, Annila, and Otting,133,364

H

2H
amide, effects on Cb chemical shifts in13C, 15N-labeled proteins, multidi-

mensional editing for, Meissner and Sørensen,135,547
glutathione S-transferase, correlation of backbone amide and aliphatic

gamma resonances, McCallum, Hitchens, and Rule,134,350
naphthazarin B, hydrogen-bnded,1H and2H NMR relaxation due to com-

plex motion: classical jumps over barrier and incoherent tunneling,
Reynhardt and Latanowicz,130,195

natural abundance spectra of molecules oriented in liquid crystals, Khetrapal
et al., 135,265

nematic phospholipid bicellar solutions, structural study, Struppe and Vold,
135,541

quadrupole coupling constant, and dynamic isotope effect, determination in
liquids, Hardyet al., 134,300

selectively labeled RNA, uniformly13C-labeled, proton and carbon assign-
ment, 3D C(CC)H TOCSY for, Dayie, Tolbert, and Williamson,130,
97

time domain analysis of ultraslow reorientations in supercooled liquids,
Geil, Fujara, and Sillescu,130,18

vacancy diffusion study in polycrystalline benzene by 2D deuteron ex-
change NMR and stimulated echoes: Isfort, Geil, and Fujara,130,45

Hardware
double resonance probe for close frequencies, Haase, Curro, and Slichter,

135,273
single-crystal NMR, Vosegaardet al., 135,126

HCN experiments
triple-resonance, optimization for larger RNA oligonucleotides, Sklena´ř et

al., 130,119
3He

hyperpolarized, MRI of lung with, signal dynamics, Mo¨ller et al.,135,133
Heat shock proteins

small, selective NMR experiments: QUIET–NOESY, Espositoet al., 132,
204

Helical peptides
Ala-rich, conformational effect of nitroxide spin labels on, NMR analysis,

Bolin et al., 131,248
Heme proteins

models, superstructured, effects of atropisomerism and porphyrin deforma-
tion on 57Fe shieldings, Gerothanassiset al., 131,163

resonance assignment in active site,1H–13C–13C-edited1H NMR experi-
ment for, Qiu, Rivera, and Stark,130,76

Heterogeneity
2D CP/MAS13C isotropic chemical shift correlation established by1H spin

diffusion, Wilhelmet al., 134,255
Heteronuclear correlation

multiple-bond, gradient-enhanced 2D, heteronuclear long-range couplings
by, Sheng and van Halbeek,130,296

multiple-quantum (seeHMQC)
single-quantum (seeHSQC)

Heteronuclear coupling constants (seeSpin–spin coupling, heteronuclear)
Heteronuclear cross polarization

enhanced sensitivity ofin vivo 13C MR spectroscopy on clinical 1.5 T MR
system, van den Bergh, van den Boogert, and Heerschap,135,93

exchange-edited gradient HCP-HSQC in sensitivity-enhanced detection of
fast exchanging protons, Zangger and Armitage,135,70

Heteronuclear NMR
solid-state, high-frequency probes in, double- and triple-resonance circuits

for, Zhanget al., 132,167
2D, experiments for assignment of aromatic side chains in13C-labeled

proteins, Promperset al., 130,68
3D, correlation of backbone amide and aliphatic gamma resonances in

deuterated proteins, McCallum, Hitchens, and Rule,134,350
Heteronuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy

19F–1H, water–surfactant contact studied by, Rauletet al., 133,324
Heteronuclear scalar interaction

and proton spin diffusion, self-decoupling: high-speed13C MAS of adaman-
tane, Ernst, Verhoeven, and Meier,130,176

Heteronuclear two-spin system
homogeneous master equation for, on basis of Cartesian product operators,

Allard, Helgstrand, and Ha¨rd, 134,7
Heteronuclear X filter

1H PFG double-quantum, for proton resonance assignment of ligand bound
to protein, Dalvit, Ramage, and Hommel,131,148

HFeCo3(CO)11PPh2H
31P J-coupled to59Co nucleus, differential line broadening in presence of

quadrupolar–CSA interference, Elbayedet al., 130,209
High-energy phosphates

cardiac localized31P spectroscopy, Lo¨ffler et al., 134,287
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High-field EPR
ESEEM, study of nitrogen hyperfine and quadrupole interactions on disor-

dered powder sample, Bloeß, Mo¨bius, and Prisner,134,30
High-frequency EPR

ESEEM, study of nitrogen hyperfine and quadrupole interactions on disor-
dered powder sample, Bloeß, Mo¨bius, and Prisner,134,30

integer spin systems: unusual behavior of double-quantum line, van Damet
al., 130,140

High magnetic field
proton MAS NMR: spectral simulations using Floquet theory, Rayet al.,

135,418
High pressure

high-resolution high-pressure NMR probe for experiments at 500 MHz,
Ballard et al., 133,190

High-resolution MRI
3D, for Sandimmune Neoral effects on collagen arthritis in DA rat, Beck-

mannet al., 131,8
High-resolution NMR

analog filtering of large solvent signals for improved dynamic range, Red-
field and Kunz,130,111

control of spinning sidebands, Borer and Maple,131,177
multiple-pulse mixing sequences selectively enhancing chemical exchange

or cross-relaxation peaks, Hwang and Shaka,135,280
spectra, multilinear interactions, Corio,134,131
transition-band signals, Sza´ntay,135,334

HMQC
alternative scheme for13C chemical-shift imaging via inverse detection of

protons through MILS technique, Leeet al., 130,102
–DOSY 3D, for high-resolution analysis of complex mixtures, Barjat, Mor-

ris, and Swanson,131,131
gradient- and sensitivity-enhanced, Zhu, Kong, and Sze,135,232

HN
HN–HN distance constraints, accuracy, deuteration effects, Briercheck and

Rule,134,52
HN(CACB)CG

correlation of backbone amide and aliphatic gamma resonances in deuter-
ated proteins, McCallum, Hitchens, and Rule,134,350

HN(COCACB)CG
correlation of backbone amide and aliphatic gamma resonances in deuter-

ated proteins, McCallum, Hitchens, and Rule,134,350
HOESY

19F–1H, water–surfactant contact studied by, Rauletet al., 133,324
Homeodomain

vnd/NK-2, –DNA complex, weak labile1H resonances of side chains,
enhancement:15N-edited 3D NOESY-HMQC with water flipback,
Gruschus and Ferretti,135,87

Homogeneous master equation
for heteronuclear two-spin system, on basis of Cartesian product operators,

Allard, Helgstrand, and Ha¨rd, 134,7
Homonuclear correlation spectra

2D, in MAS NMR, phase-sensitive detection, Boender and Vega,133,281
Homotopy

computer simulation of MR spectra employing, Gateset al., 135,104
1H39–31P couplings

three-bond, in nucleic acids and protein–nucleic acid complexes, determi-
nation by quantitativeJ correlation spectroscopy, Cloreet al.,134,164

HSQC
13C–NOESY–HSQC with split carbon evolution for increased resolution

with uniformly labeled proteins, Baur, Gemmecker, and Kessler,132,
191

exchange-edited gradient HCP-HSQC, sensitivity-enhanced detection of
fast exchanging protons, Zangger and Armitage,135,70

a/b-HSQC-a/b experiment for spin-state selective editing of IS cross peaks,
Andersson, Annila, and Otting,133,364

methyl group selection based on, via gradients in multidimensional NMR of
proteins, Diercks, Schwaiger, and Kessler,130,335

TROSY experiment, sensitivity enhancement, Czisch and Boelens,134,158
Human serum albumin

interaction ofb-carboline derivatives with,1H NMR studies, Vegliaet al.,
130,281

Hydration
macromolecular, solvent magnetization artifacts in high-field NMR studies,

Sobolet al., 130,262
Hydrogen bond dynamics

1H and 2H NMR relaxation in hydrogen-bonded solids due to complex
motion, Reynhardt and Latanowicz,130,195

Hydrogen bonding effects
on nitrogen NMR shielding of isomeric tetrazoles, Witanowskiet al., 131,

54
Hydrolysis

effect on NMR shieldings of Be12 and Al13 species in aqueous solution,
Tossell,135,203

4-Hydroxy-TEMPO (see4-Hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy)
4-Hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy

p ands transitions, DNP study at 1.53 mT, Salmanet al., 134,1
saturation-transfer ESR spectra in glycerol, van den Dries, de Jager, and

Hemminga,131,241
Hyperfine shifts

in solution, high magnetic field consequences, Bertini, Felli, and Luchinat,
134,360

Hyperfine structure
proton, unresolved, contribution to Gaussian line broadening of proxyl spin

probe EPR spectrum, Bales, Peric, and Lamy-Freund,132,279
Hyperfine tensor

and quadrupole tensor,14N, determination in oxovanadium complex by
simultaneous fitting of multifrequency ESEEM powder spectra,
Reijerse, Tyryshkin, and Dikanov,131,295

Hyperpolarized gases
low-frequency NMR polarimeter for, Saam and Conradi,134,67

Hyperpolarized noble gases
MRI of lung with, signal dynamics, Mo¨ller et al., 135,133

HYSCORE
matched three-pulse, sensitivity enhancement by, Jeschke, Rakhmatullin,

and Schweiger,131,261

I

Image analysis
multivariate (seeMultivariate image analysis)

Image contrast
1H NMR, in solids, cross polarization for, Nakaiet al., 134,44

Image reconstruction
and display system, real-time, for MRI, using high-speed personal computer,

Haishi and Kose,134,138
Imaging

cyclic J cross-polarization, analysis of carbohydrate metabolism and trans-
port in castor bean seedlings by, Heidenreichet al., 132,109

excitation of complicated shapes in three dimensions, Sersˇa and Macura,
135,466

Fourier spectral spatial EPR, implementation, Placidiet al., 134,280
7Li NMR, Li visibility in rat brain and musclein vivo by, Komoroski,

Pearce, and Newton,133,98
oximetric, single-electron contrast agents for, EPR and DNP properties,

Ardenkjær-Larsenet al., 133,1
rotating-frame NQR, mapping molecular orientation in solids by, Casanova,

Robert, and Pusiol,133,129
stray field, by magnetic field sweep, Mallett, Halse, and Strange,132,172
using second-order quadrupole broadened resonances, Swaminathan and

Suits,132,274
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Imidazoles
coordinated, in uniformly15N-labeled cytochromec3, imido protons, para-

magnetic inversion of sign of interference contribution toT2, Ohmura
et al., 131,367

Imido group
protons, of coordinated imidazoles in uniformly15N-labeled cytochromec3,

interference contribution toT2, paramagnetic inversion of sign of,
Ohmuraet al., 131,367

Impurity relaxation
nuclear spin–lattice relaxation, suppression, and charge exchange of chro-

mium ions, ing-irradiated ruby crystal, Chandoulet al., 135,113
INADEQUATE

2D experiment revisited: rapid-pulsing artifact-free double-quantum-filtered
homonuclear spectroscopy, Bourdonneau and Ancian,132,316

sensitivity improvement, Mattiello and Freeman,135,514
India ink

for use in EPR oximetry, separation and enrichment of active component,
Liu et al., 133,291

INEPT
modified,in vivo 3D localized 13C spectroscopy, Watanabeet al.,134,214
quadrupolar nuclei in solids, Kao and Grey,133,313

INEPT–INADEQUATE
1H–13C–13C-edited1H NMR experiment for resonance assignment in active

site of heme proteins, Qiu, Rivera, and Stark,130,76
Inhomogeneous fields

robust MR imaging method: SPARE, McIntyre, Hennel, and Morris,130,58
In situ drying

for preparing NMR samples with extremely low water content, Goez,135,
14

In situ NMR
analysis of fluids in sedimentary rock, de Swietet al., 133,385

Integer spin systems
application of high-frequency EPR, unusual behavior of double-quantum

line, van Damet al., 130,140
Integration

by direct summation, influence of noise on peak integrals, Bourg and
Nuzillard, 134,184

Interference
quadrupolar–CSA, differential line broadening in presence of, Elbayedet

al., 130,209
in T2 of imido protons of coordinated imidazoles in uniformly15N-labeled

cytochromec3, paramagnetic inversion of sign of, Ohmuraet al.,131,
367

Interference effects
between dipolar coupling and chemical-shift anisotropy in spin relaxation of

13C, 15N-labeled proteins, extracting, Ghose, Huang, and Prestegard,
135,487

Interleaving
in image-based reduction of artifacts in multishot echo-planar imaging,

Hennel,134,206
Internet technology

in magnetic resonance: common gateway interface program for World Wide
Web NMR spectrometer, Buszko, Buszko, and Wang,131,362

Internuclear angles
DNA, determination using paramagnetic-assisted magnetic alignment, Be-

ger et al., 135,256
Internuclear distance

NMR-derived, analysis of error propagation from, into molecular structure
of cyclo-Pro-Gly, Džakulaet al., 135,454

Interspin distances
iron(III)–nitroxyl, high-spin, determination in spin-labeled porphyrins by

time-domain EPR, Rakowskyet al., 131,97
Inversion

fast broadband, by adiabatic pulses, Hwang, Zijl, and Garwood,133,200

REDOR, d’Espinose de la Caillerie and Fretigny,133,273
uniform-penalty, of multiexponential decay data, Borgia, Brown, and Fan-

tazzini,132,65
Inversion recovery

sequential, with RIDE: simultaneous suppression of two solvent signals in
17O NMR, Schulte,134,168

Inversion-recovery imaging
signal intensity andT1-dependent contrast, optimization with nonstandard

flip angles, Bonnyet al., 130,51
In vivo spectroscopy

1H NMR spectra, resolution improvement with increased magnetic field
strength, Gruetteret al., 135,260

lactate editing at 1.5 T using PRESS excitation, with simultaneous detection
of upfield singlets, applications to brain and head and neck tumors,
Star-Lacket al., 133,243

large samples, submicrosecond resonator and receiver system for pulsed
MR, Alecci et al., 132,162

observation of multiple spin echoes, Bifone, Payne, and Leach,135,30
potential applicability of protein-mediated magnetic coupling between lac-

tate and water protons, Swanson,135,248
spectral editing technique forin vitro andin vivodetection of taurine, Hardy

and Norwood,133,70
2D localized 13C MRS using modified INEPT and DEPT, Watanabeet al.,

134,214
Iron(III)

–nitroxyl distances, high-spin, determination in spin-labeled porphyrins by
time-domain EPR, Rakowskyet al., 131,97

Iron ion
spin-5

2
, in transferrin oxalate, looping transition, simulation methods for,

Gaffney and Silverstone,134,57
Isotope editing

1H–13C–13C-edited1H NMR experiment for resonance assignment in active
site of heme proteins, Qiu, Rivera, and Stark,130,76

Isotope effect
dynamic, and deuterium quadrupole coupling constant, determination in

liquids, Hardyet al., 134,300
Isotope-filtered affinity NMR

13C/15N-labeled stromelysin catalytic domain, Gonnellaet al., 131,336
Isotropic solutions

biexponential relaxation, selective detection by mixed coherence filtering
NMR, Yamadaet al., 135,99

IS spin systems
IS, I2S, and I3S, effects of adiabatic pulses, analytical description, Zwahlen,

Vincent, and Kay,130,169
Iterative applications

Fourier reconstruction as alternative to filtered back projection: Fourier
spectral spatial EPR imaging, Placidiet al., 134,280

lineshape fitting of MAS NMR spectra, for analysis of homonuclearJ
coupling in isolated spin pairs, Dusold, Milius, and Sebald,135,500

Iterative quadratic maximum likelihood
spectral parameter estimation, Zhu, Choy, and Sanctuary,135,37

J

J-coupling (seeSpin–spin coupling)
Jump and return

impact of offset-dependent saturation, Hsu and Gregory,131,46
Jump and return echo

impact of offset-dependent saturation, Hsu and Gregory,131,46
Jumps over a barrier

and incoherent tunneling:1H and2H NMR relaxation in hydrogen-bonded
solids due to complex motion, Reynhardt and Latanowicz,130,195
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K

K3CrO8

1–370 GHz EPR linewidths: test of Anderson–Weiss model, Cageet al.,
135,178

Kidney
detection of proton chemical exchange between metabolites and water,

Guivel-Scharenet al., 133,36
k-space trajectory

deviations in MRI, simple correction method for, Duynet al., 132,150
excitation of complicated shapes in three dimensions, Sersˇa and Macura,

135,466

L

Laboratory-frame relaxation
in estimation of chemical-shift anisotropy–dipolar coupling cross-correla-

tion rates, Ghose and Prestegard,134,308
Lactate

and water, protons, protein-mediated magnetic coupling, Swanson,135,248
Lactate editing

in vivo,with simultaneous detection of upfield singlets at 1.5 T using PRESS
excitation, applications to brain and head and neck tumors, Star-Lacket
al., 133,243

Lanthanide complex
paramagnetic, NMR temperature measurement, Zuoet al., 133,53

Large signals
solvent, analog filtering for improved dynamic range in high-resolution

NMR, Redfield and Kunz,130,111
Laser-polarized129Xe

surface NMR under MAS conditions, Brunneret al., 130,145
Least-squares analysis

global, based on prior knowledge, component separation in NMR imaging
and multidimensional spectroscopy through, Stilbs,135,236

Leg
human calf, heteronuclear cross polarization for enhanced sensitivity ofin

vivo13C MR spectroscopy on clinical 1.5 T MR system, van den Bergh,
van den Boogert, and Heerschap,135,93

7Li
magnetic relaxation dispersion: complex formation with nitroxides in aque-

ous phase, Dinesen and Bryant,132,19
NMR analysis of lithium visibility in rat brain and musclein vivo, Komo-

roski, Pearce, and Newton,133,98
Lift-off effect

surface and gradiometer coils near conducting body, Suits, Garroway, and
Miller, 135,373

Linear prediction
spectral parameter estimation by, comparison with iterative quadratic max-

imum likelihood and total least squares methods, Zhu, Choy, and
Sanctuary,135,37

Line broadening
differential, in presence of quadrupolar–CSA interference, Elbayedet al.,

130,209
Gaussian, of proxyl spin probe EPR spectrum, contributions from magnetic-

field modulation and unresolved proton hyperfine structure, Bales,
Peric, and Lamy-Freund,132,279

Line list
NMR spectra, generation by 1D filter diagonalization method, Huet al.,134,

76
LINEPT

in vivo 3D localized 13C spectroscopy, Watanabeet al., 134,214
Lineshape

implications of transition-band signals in high-resolution NMR, Sza´ntay,
135,334

super-Lorentzian, contrast prediction using: magnetization transfer imaging
of rat brain under non-steady-state conditions, Quessonet al.,130,321

Lineshape fitting
iterative, of MAS NMR spectra, for analysis of homonuclearJ coupling in

isolated spin pairs, Dusold, Milius, and Sebald,135,500
Lipid

singlets, simultaneous detection inin vivo lactate editing at 1.5 T using
PRESS excitation, in head and neck tumors, Star-Lacket al.,133,243

Lipid bilayers
cholestane spin labels, influence of high orientational order on shape of

Hahn echo responses, van der Struijfet al., 130,253
rotational motion of proteins, use of phase memory timeT2 for quantitative

characterization, van der Struijf and Levine,130,244
uniformly aligned, dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine, magic angle-oriented

sample spinning approach, Glaubitz and Watts,130,305
Lipid membrane

magic angle-oriented sample spinning approach, Glaubitz and Watts,130,
305

Lipid transfer protein
nonspecific, of wheat, NOESY: composite 90° pulse application, Sodano,

Landon, and Ptak,133,194
Liquid crystals

asymmetric alignment tensor of oriented macromolecules, determination in
absence of structural information, Clore, Gronenborn, and Bax,133,
216

broadband decoupling sequence for, Yu and Fung,130,317
cholestane spin labels in, influence of high orientational order on shape of

Hahn echo responses, van der Struijfet al., 130,253
19F NMR spectra, simplification by multiple-pulse COSY, Lesotet al.,133,

166
molecules oriented in, natural abundance2H NMR spectra, Khetrapalet al.,

135,265
nematic phospholipid bicellar solutions,2H NMR, Struppe and Vold,135,

541
order-fluctuation modes, formalism for evaluation from field-cycling NMR-

relaxometry data, Grinberget al., 135,54
symmetry and phase-selected NMR spectra, Carravettaet al., 135,298

Liquids
dynamic isotope effect and deuterium quadrupole coupling constant, Hardy

et al., 134,300
experimental determination of four-time stimulated echoes, Hinzeet al.,

131,218
highly viscous, rotational motion of solute molecule,13C NMR, Lienin,

Brüschweiler, and Ernst,131,184
supercooled, ultraslow reorientations,2H NMR time domain analysis, Geil,

Fujara, and Sillescu,130,18
Liquid state

adiabatic mixing in, Kupcˇe et al., 135,361
Lithium

visibility in rat brain and musclein vivo by 7Li NMR imaging, Komoroski,
Pearce, and Newton,133,98

Lithium phthalocyanine
application of RF 220-MHz FT EPR spectrometer, Alecciet al., 130,272

Liver
isolated perfused, intravascular and intracellular hepatic relaxivities of su-

perparamagnetic particles, Coletet al., 134,199
Ln(C2D5SO4)3 z 8H2O (Ln 5 Pr,Yb)

paramagnetic, solid-state NMR, effect of bulk magnetic susceptibility,
Kubo, Spaniol, and Terao,133,330

Localization
cardiac31P MRS in humans, Lo¨ffler et al., 134,287
in vivo3D localized 13C MRS using modified INEPT and DEPT, Watanabe

et al., 134,214
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LODEPT
in vivo 3D localized 13C spectroscopy, Watanabeet al., 134,214

Logic gates
quantum, and NMR pulse sequences, Jones, Hansen, and Mosca,135,353

Longitudinal relaxation (seeSpin–lattice relaxation)
Loop–gap resonator

rectangular, for EPR studies of aqueous samples, Piasecki, Froncisz, and
Hubbell,134,36

Looping transitions
simulation methods for, Gaffney and Silverstone,134,57

Lung
guinea pig, MRI with hyperpolarized noble gases, signal dynamics, Mo¨ller

et al., 135,133
Lysozyme

diffusion in aqueous solution, practical aspects of measurement, Tillett,
Lian, and Norwood,133,379

M

Magic angle-oriented sample spinning
uniformly aligned biomembrane samples, Glaubitz and Watts,130,305

Magic-angle spinning
CP-MAS (seeCross polarization–magic-angle spinning)
fast, 13C–1H spin pair under, application of rotor-synchronized amplitude-

modulated cross polarization, Raya and Hirschinger,133,341
high-resolution, 1HMRS evaluation of breast ductal carcinomas, Chenget

al., 135,194
high-speed, adamantane:13C MAS NMR spectra, Ernst, Verhoeven, and

Meier, 130,176
in situ NMR analysis of fluids in sedimentary rock, de Swietet al.,133,385
iterative spectral lineshape fitting, for analysis of homonuclearJ coupling in

isolated spin pairs, Dusold, Milius, and Sebald,135,500
magic angle-oriented sample spinning approach for biomembrane studies,

Glaubitz and Watts,130,305
multidimensional solid-state NMR correlation spectra, intrinsic asymmetry,

Caldarelli and Emsley,129,233
multiple-quantum

effect of RF power and spinning speed, Amoureuxet al., 131,170
half-integer quadrupolar spins, composite pulse excitation schemes for,

Marinelli, Medek, and Frydman,132,88
resolution enhancement, Schnellet al., 133,61

15N chemical shift and13Ca–1Ha dipolar tensor correlation, peptide torsion
angle determination by, Honget al., 135,169

1D, and 2D exchange NMR, direct determination of motional correlational
times by, Favre, Schaefer, and Chmelka,134,261

proton, at high magnetic fields and high spinning frequencies: spectral
simulations using Floquet theory, Rayet al., 135,418

QCPMG–MAS NMR of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei, Larsenet al.,131,
144

REDOR signal and inversion analysis, d’Espinose de la Caillerie and Fre-
tigny, 133,273

simulation, time propagation technique for, application to quadrupolar nu-
clei, Charpentier, Fermon, and Virlet,132,181

six-pulse PASS MAS-NMR technique solved by phasor method, Effey,
Butcher, and Cappelletti,132,266

S-MAS, polarization transfer under, comparison with RF-driven conditions,
Robyr and Gan,131,254

surface NMR using laser-polarized129Xe, Brunneret al., 130,145
2D, of dipolar solids, pulsed-field gradient selection, Fritzhannset al.,134,

355
2D homonuclear correlation spectra, phase-sensitive detection, Boender and

Vega,133,281
Magic-sandwich echo

in complete dipolar decoupling of13C and 2D double-quantum solid-state
NMR for determining polymer conformations, Schmidt-Rohr,131,209

Magnetic alignment
paramagnetic-assisted, determination of DNA internuclear angles, Begeret

al., 135,256
Magnetic anisotropy

in frozen nickel ferrite ionic magnetic fluid, MR analysis, Saengeret al.,
134,180

Magnetic coupling
protein-mediated, between lactate and water protons, Swanson,135,248

Magnetic exchange coupling
nuclear and electron relaxation in magnetic exchange coupled dimers, Ber-

tini et al., 130,33
Magnetic field (see alsoGradients; Pulsed-field gradients)

high, effects on NMR hyperfine shifts in solution, Bertini, Felli, and Luchi-
nat,134,360

increased field strength, resolution improvements inin vivo1H NMR spectra
by, Gruetteret al., 135,260

inhomogeneous, robust MR imaging method: SPARE, McIntyre, Hennel,
and Morris,130,58

Magnetic-field gradient (seeGradients; Pulsed-field gradients)
Magnetic-field modulation

role in Gaussian line broadening of proxyl spin probe EPR spectrum, Bales,
Peric, and Lamy-Freund,132,279

Magnetic fluid
frozen ionic, NiFe2O4, MR anisotropy analysis, Saengeret al., 134,180

Magnetic relaxation dispersion
7Li: complex formation with nitroxides in aqueous phase, Dinesen and

Bryant,132,19
Magnetic resonance imaging

birdcage coil tuned by RF shielding for application at 9.4 T, Dardzinskiet
al., 131,32

component separation through global least-squares analysis based on prior
knowledge, Stilbs,135,236

detection of proton chemical exchange between metabolites and water in
biological tissues, Guivel-Scharenet al., 133,36

field mapping with amplitude images at low field, use of phase reference for,
Tomasiet al., 131,310

fMRI, study of activation of visuomotor systems during visually guided
movements, Ellermannet al., 131,272

1H, quantitative, and MRS microscopy, of individual V79 lung tumor
spheroids, Minard, Guo, and Wind,133,368

high-resolution 3D, for Sandimmune Neoral effects on collagen arthritis in
DA rat, Beckmannet al., 131,8

improved resolution and signal-to-noise ratio by enhanced signal digitiza-
tion, Elliott et al., 130,300

in inhomogeneous fields, single-point acquisition method SPARE for, McIn-
tyre, Hennel, and Morris,130,58

k-space trajectory deviations, simple correction method for, Duynet al.,132,
150

lung, with hyperpolarized noble gases, signal dynamics, Mo¨ller et al., 135,
133

multiecho, with suboptimal spoiler gradients, Does and Snyder,131,25
multivariate image analysis with direct exponential curve resolution algo-

rithm (DECRA)
algorithm and model study, Windig, Hornak, and Antalek,132,298
human brain images, Antalek, Hornak, and Windig,132,307

oximetry with, single-electron contrast agents for, EPR and DNP properties,
Ardenkjær-Larsenet al., 133,1

proton–electron double-resonance imaging: mobility and free radical con-
centration effects, de Sousaet al., 135,118

real-time image reconstruction and display system using high-speed per-
sonal computer, Haishi and Kose,134,138

R29 measurement in presence of multiple spectral components using refer-
ence spectrum deconvolution, Wehrliet al., 131,61

sequential dynamic susceptibility contrast,T1 effects, Levinet al.,130,292
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spin-echo and inversion-recovery MR, signal intensity andT1-dependent
contrast, optimization with nonstandard flip angles, Bonnyet al., 130,
51

with 129Xe, in pore-structure determination of silica aerogels, Gregory,
Gerald, and Botto,131,327

Magnetic resonance imaging contrast agents
superparamagnetic particles, intravascular and intracellular hepatic relaxivi-

ties, Coletet al., 134,199
Magnetic susceptibility

differences, effective gradients in porous media due to, Hu¨rlimann,131,232
mismatches, solenoidal microcoil design for assessment, Subramanian,

Lam, and Webb,133,227
T1 effects in sequential dynamic susceptibility contrast experiments, Levin

et al., 130,292
Magnetization

water, undisturbed, composite 90° pulse sequence providing, Sodano,
Landon, and Ptak,133,194

Magnetization transfer
model, general solution, Roell, Dreher, and Leibfritz,132,96
in polymers, role of specific side groups and pH, Gochberget al.,131,191
protein-mediated magnetic coupling between lactate and water protons,

Swanson,135,248
Magnetization transfer imaging

rat brain under non-steady-state conditions, Quessonet al., 130,321
D-Mannopyranose

17O NMR, simultaneous suppression of two solvent signals: sequential
inversion recovery with RIDE, Schulte,134,168

Mannose transporter
IIAMan domain, multidimensional NMR, HSQC-based methyl group selec-

tion via gradients, Diercks, Schwaiger, and Kessler,130,335
Mapping

quantitative, eddy current fields, localized eddy current compensation, Terp-
stra, Andersen, and Gruetter,131,139

Mass-limited samples
RF microcoil design for NMR, Subramanian, Lam, and Webb,133,227

Matched pulses
microwave, sensitivity enhancement by, in 1D and 2D ESEEM spectros-

copy, Jeschke, Rakhmatullin, and Schweiger,131,261
Matrix line

in pulsed ENDOR, Astashkin and Kawamori,135,406
Maximum entropy reconstruction

multidimensional, distributed parallel processing for, Li, Stern, and Hoch,
134,161

Maximum likelihood
analysis of error propagation from NMR-derived internuclear distances into

molecular structure ofcyclo-Pro-Gly, Džakulaet al., 135,454
Meetings and Announcements,130, 153, 352;131, 176, 379;132, 179, 331;

133,241, 395;134,195, 370;135,271, 551
Membrane protein

magic angle-oriented sample spinning approach, Glaubitz and Watts,130,
305

15N chemical-shift anisotropy, cation binding-induced changes, Tian and
Cross,135,535

Membranes
oriented, magic angle-oriented sample spinning for, Glaubitz and Watts,

130,305
Metabolism

carbohydrate in plants, cyclicJ cross-polarization imaging and spectroscopy
for analysis, Heidenreichet al., 132,109

Metabolite imaging of lines in a spectrum (MILS)
inverse detection of protons through, alternative scheme for13C chemical-

shift imaging via, Leeet al., 130,102

Metabolites
human brain, automated quantification by artificial neural network analysis

from in vivo single-voxel1H NMR spectra, Kaartinenet al., 134,176
proton chemical exchange with water, detection in biological tissues,

Guivel-Scharenet al., 133,36
V79 lung tumor: quantitative1H MRI and MRS microscopy, Minard, Guo,

and Wind,133,368
Metallic glass

ultraslow motion in, detection using alignment echo of spin-3

2
9Be nuclei,

Tang and Wu,133,155
Methylene

carbons, in linear polyethylene,13C CPMAS linewidths under CW proton
decoupling, VanderHart and Campbell,134,88

specific experiments, for scalar spin–spin coupling constants between pro-
tons attached to13C, Carlomagnoet al., 135,216

Methyl a-D-glucopyranoside
cryoprotection, effects on structure and activity of p21ras: implications for

ESEEM, Halkides, Farrar, and Singel,134,142
Methyl groups

HSQC-based selection via gradients in multidimensional NMR of proteins,
Diercks, Schwaiger, and Kessler,130,335

1-Methyl-1,2,3,4-tetrazole
nitrogen NMR shielding, sovent polarity and hydrogen bonding effects,

Witanowskiet al., 131,54
1-Methyl-1,2,3,5-tetrazole

nitrogen NMR shielding, sovent polarity and hydrogen bonding effects,
Witanowskiet al., 131,54

Metropolis Monte Carlo algorithm
implementation of Bayesian time-domain parameter estimation, application

to coupling constant estimation from antiphase multiplets, Andrec and
Prestegard,130,217

Micelles
water–surfactant contact studied by19F–1H HOESY, Rauletet al.,133,324

Microcoils
RF, design for NMR of mass-limited samples, Subramanian, Lam, and

Webb,133,227
Microscopy

NMR (seeNMR microscopy)
Microwaves

matched pulses, sensitivity enhancement by, in 1D and 2D ESEEM spec-
troscopy, Jeschke, Rakhmatullin, and Schweiger,131,261

MILS
inverse detection of protons through, alternative scheme for13C chemical-

shift imaging via, Leeet al., 130,102
Mims ENDOR

matrix line, Astashkin and Kawamori,135,406
Mixed coherence filtering NMR

selective detection of biexponential relaxation in isotropic solutions,
Yamadaet al., 135,99

Mixing
adiabatic, in liquid state, Kupcˇe et al., 135,361

Mixture analysis
high-resolution, complex mixtures, 3D DOSY–HMQC experiment for, Bar-

jat, Morris, and Swanson,131,131
model-free, by NMR using blind source separation, Nuzillard, Bourg, and

Nuzillard, 133,358
55Mn

quadrupole–dipole effects in solid-state CP–MAS119Tin NMR spectra of
para-substituted triaryltin(pentacarbonyl)manganese(I) complexes,
Christendatet al., 131,1

Mobile universal surface explorer (MOUSE)
surface NMR analysis of polymer materials, Guthausenet al., 130,1
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Model-free analysis
in DNA dynamics study via13C relaxation, Kojimaet al., 135,310
stretched relaxation dispersions, Halle, Jo´hannesson, and Venu,135,1

Mode relaxation rates
formalism for evaluation of order-fluctuation modes in liquid crystals from

field-cycling NMR-relaxometry data, Grinberget al., 135,54
Molecular alignment

weakly oriented macromolecules, measurement of dipolar couplings for
methylene and methyl sites, Ottigeret al., 134,365

Molecular diffusion (seeDiffusion)
Molecular dynamics

pyridinium tetrafluoroborate: radicals as probes of ferroelectric phase tran-
sitions in EPR studies, Krzyminiewski, Bielewicz-Mordalska, and
Kowalczyk,135,76

vacancy diffusion in polycrystalline benzene, analysis with 2D deuteron
exchange NMR and stimulated echoes, Isfort, Geil, and Fujara,130,45

Molecular mobility
effects in proton–electron double-resonance imaging, de Sousaet al., 135,

118
extremely slow, in glassy materials, sensitivity of saturation-transfer ESR

extended to, van den Dries, de Jager, and Hemminga,131,241
Molecular motion

effect on spin label relaxation time determination by progressive saturation
EPR, Livshits, Pa´li, and Marsh,133,79

Molecular reorientation
ultraslow, in supercooled liquids,2H NMR time domain analysis, Geil,

Fujara, and Sillescu,130,18
Monte Carlo algorithm

implementation of Bayesian time-domain parameter estimation, application
to coupling constant estimation from antiphase multiplets, Andrec and
Prestegard,130,217

Motion
rotational, solute molecule in highly viscous liquid,13C NMR, Lienin,

Brüschweiler, and Ernst,131,184
Motional correlational times

direct determination by 1D MAS and 2D exchange NMR, Favre, Schaefer,
and Chmelka,134,261

Motional dynamics
protein side-chain, analysis from13C NMR relaxation data, Daragan and

Mayo, 130,329
Motor task

visually guided, activation of visuomotor systems during, functional MRI,
Ellermannet al., 131,272

MOUSE (Mobile universal surface explorer)
surface NMR analysis of polymer materials, Guthausenet al., 130,1

MP-ROESY
enhancement of cross-relaxation peaks, Hwang and Shaka,135,280

MQMAS NMR (seeMagic-angle spinning, multiple-quantum)
MSHOT-3

based CRAMPS,1H chemical-shielding anisotropies from polycrystalline
powders, Hohwyet al., 133,374

Multi-compartment systems
self-diffusion and relaxation time NMR, modeling, Novikov, van Dusscho-

ten, and Van As,135,522
Multidimensional NMR

component separation through global least-squares analysis based on prior
knowledge, Stilbs,135,236

proteins, HSQC-based methyl group selection via gradients, Diercks,
Schwaiger, and Kessler,130,335

Multiecho imaging
with suboptimal spoiler gradients, Does and Snyder,131,25

Multiexponential decay
data, uniform-penalty inversion, Borgia, Brown, and Fantazzini,132,65

selective detection of biexponential relaxation in isotropic solutions by
mixed coherence filtering NMR, Yamadaet al., 135,99

Multilayer perceptron
determining rotational correlation times from slow motional ESR spectra

with, comparison with radial basis network, Martinez and Millhauser,
134,124

Multilinear interactions
in high-resolution spectra, Corio,134,131

Multiple-pulse mixing sequences
selectively enhancing chemical exchange or cross-relaxation peaks in high-

resolution NMR spectra, Hwang and Shaka,135,280
Multiple-pulse ROESY (MP-ROESY)

enhancement of cross-relaxation peaks, Hwang and Shaka,135,280
Multiple-pulse sequence

COSY, simplification of19F NMR spectra of liquid crystalline samples,
Lesotet al., 133,166

Multiple-quantum-filtered NMR
23Na spectra of erythrocyte suspensions, contribution of extracellular so-

dium, Knubovets, Shinar, and Navon,131,92
Multiple quantum filtering

simplification of NMR spectra of liquid crystalline samples, Carravettaet
al., 135,298

Multiple-quantum MAS NMR spectroscopy
half-integer quadrupolar spins, composite pulse excitation schemes for,

Marinelli, Medek, and Frydman,132,88
resolution enhancement, Schnellet al., 133,61
spin -3

2
quadrupolar spin systems, using shaped pulses, Ding and McDowell,

135,61
2D, distributions of quadrupolar and isotropic chemical shift interactions,

Bodart,133,207
Multiple spin echoes

in vivo observation, Bifone, Payne, and Leach,135,30
Multiplets

antiphase, coupling constant estimation from, application of Metropolis
Monte Carlo implementation of Bayesian time-domain parameter esti-
mation, Andrec and Prestegard,130,217

Multivariate curve resolution
analysis of DOSY and GPC-NMR experiments on polymers by, Van

Gorkom and Hancewicz,130,125
Multivariate image analysis

MR images, with direct exponential curve resolution algorithm (DECRA)
algorithm and model study, Windig, Hornak, and Antalek,132,298
human brain images, Antalek, Hornak, and Windig,132,307

Muscle
Li visibility in vivo by 7Li NMR imaging, Komoroski, Pearce, and Newton

(rat), 133,98
Myocardial hypertrophy

phosphomonoester signal detection in proton-decoupled31P NMR spectra,
Junget al., 133,232

Myoglobin
NMR spectra acquisition with PASE: paramagnetic signals enhancement,

Bondon and Mouro,134,154

N

14N
13C–14N REAPDOR NMR, optimization, Baet al., 133,104
disordered powder sample of dianisyl-nitroxide radical, high-frequency/

high-field ESEEM study of nitrogen hyperfine and quadrupole interac-
tions, Bloeß, Mo¨bius, and Prisner,134,30

NH4ClO4, solid echo signal after pulse sequence (u1)x–t–(u2)y–t, Punkkinen
et al., 130,287

nitrogen quadrupole and hyperfine tensors, determination in oxovanadium
complex by simultaneous fitting of multifrequency ESEEM powder
spectra, Reijerse, Tyryshkin, and Dikanov,131,295
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unshielded NQR measurements using noise-immune coil, Suits, Garroway,
and Miller, 131,154

15N
bacteriochlorophylla labeled with, low-frequency nuclear coherence detec-

tion with simple two-pulse detection scheme in pulsed EPR, Dzuba,
Borovykh, and Hoff,133,286

and13C
alanine and urea multiply labeled with, counting spins with SEDOR, Cull

et al., 133,352
nucleotides labeled with, in DNA duplex dynamics study via13C relax-

ation, Kojimaet al., 135,310
ubiquitin labeled with, measurement of dipolar couplings for methylene

and methyl sites and use in structure determination, Ottigeret al.,134,
365

and13C, proteins labeled with
amide deuterium isotope effects on Cb chemical shifts, multidimensional

editing for, Meissner and Sørensen,135,547
double-labeled, Bloch–Siegert shift-compensated and cyclic sideband-

eliminated double-adiabatic homonuclear decoupling for, Zhang and
Gorenstein,132,81

in H2O solution, H(C)CH-COSY and (H)CCH-COSY experiments,
Gehring and Ekiel,135,185

spin relaxation, measurement of cross correlation between dipolar cou-
pling and chemical-shift anisotropy, Ghose, Huang, and Prestegard,
135,487

chemical-shift anisotropy
ampicillin and penicillin-V by CP/MAS NMR, Antzutkin, Lee, and Lev-

itt, 135,144
in membrane-bound polypeptide, cation binding-induced changes, Tian

and Cross,135,535
chemical shift tensor, and13Ca–1Ha dipolar tensor, correlation in solid-state

MAS NMR, peptide torsion angle determination by, Honget al., 135,
169

cytochromec3 uniformly labeled with, interference contribution toT2 of
imido protons of coordinated imidazoles in, paramagnetic inversion of
sign of, Ohmuraet al., 131,367

deuterated glutathioneS-transferase, correlation of backbone amide and
aliphatic gamma resonances, McCallum, Hitchens, and Rule,134,350

edited 3D NOESY-HMQC with water flipback, Gruschus and Ferretti,135,
87

gyrase B,a/b-HSQC-a/b experiment for spin-state selective editing of IS
cross peaks, Andersson, Annila, and Otting,133,364

heteronuclear X-filter1H PFG double-quantum experiment for proton res-
onance assignment of ligand bound to protein, Dalvit, Ramage, and
Hommel,131,148

improved resolution from double constant-time evolution of 3D and 4D
triple-resonance experiments, McCoy,130,341

15N–15N J-couplings in proteins, detection, Lo¨hr and Ru¨terjans,132,130
15N relaxation

improved estimation of protein rotational correlation times, Yao, Hinds,
and Norton,131,347

large proteins, 3D NMR experiments: 44-kDa ectodomain of SIV gp41,
Caffrey et al., 135,368

rate in poorly resolved NMR spectra, 3D accordion spectroscopy mea-
surement, Carr, Fearing, and Palmer,132,25

off-resonance rotating frame relaxation experiment for analysis of macro-
molecular dynamics using adiabatic rotations, Mulderet al., 131,351

peptides, 1D solid-state NMR method for nuclear spin interaction tensors
associated with peptide bond, Lee and Ramamoorthy,133,204

proteins enriched in, NMR, detection of cross-relaxation between amide
protons, Mutzenhardt and Bodenhausen,132,159

rod domain of F-actin cross-linking protein,T2 errors, removal with adia-
batic multiple spin-echo pulse sequence, Zweckstetter and Holak,133,
134

solvent magnetization artifacts in high-field NMR studies of macromolec-
ular hydration, Sobolet al., 130,262

triple-resonance HCN experiments, optimization for larger RNA oligonu-
cleotides, Sklena´ř et al., 130,119

TROSY NMR, sensitivity enhancement, Czisch and Boelens,134,158
ubiquitin, dipole–CSA cross-correlated relaxation, quantitative analysis by

ZQ/DQ spectroscopy, Brutscheret al., 130,346
Na1

binding, induced changes in15N CSA in membrane-bound polypeptide, Tian
and Cross,135,535

23Na
dipolar interaction in solution, determination by triple-quantum relaxation

time measurements, Eliav and Navon,130,63
multiple-quantum-filtered NMR, erythrocyte suspensions, contribution of

extracellular sodium, Knubovets, Shinar, and Navon,131,92
Na2C2O4, effect of RF power and spinning speed on MQMAS NMR,

Amoureuxet al., 131,170
spin3

2
nuclei of incompletely disordered systems, temporal analysis of NMR

signals, Woessner and Bansal,133,21
NaClO3

35Cl, single crystal 2D NQR spectroscopy, off-resonance effects, Ajithku-
mar et al., 135,165

Nanovolume NMR
RF microcoil design for, Subramanian, Lam, and Webb,133,227

Naphthazarin B
hydrogen-bonded,1H and 2H NMR relaxation due to complex motion:

classical jumps over barrier and incoherent tunneling, Reynhardt and
Latanowicz,130,195

Natural abundance2H NMR spectra
molecules oriented in liquid crystals, Khetrapalet al., 135,265

NaX
(CH3)3P–AlCl3 complex in,27Al 3 31P INEPT experiments, Kao and Grey,

133,313
Neural networks

artificial, in automated quantification of human brain metabolites fromin
vivo single-voxel1H NMR spectra, Kaartinenet al., 134,176

in rapid computation of rotational correlation times from slow motional ESR
spectra, Martinez and Millhauser,134,124

NH4ClO4
14N NMR echo after pulse sequence (u1)x–t–(u2)y–t, Punkkinenet al.,130,

287
Nickel ferrite

frozen ionic magnetic fluid, MR anisotropy analysis, Saengeret al.,134,180
Ni(II)

integer spin system in host Zn-tris(ethylenediamine) dinitrate, high-fre-
quency EPR study: unusual behavior of double-quantum line, van Dam
et al., 130,140

Nitrogen hyperfine coupling
and quadrupole interactions, on disordered powder sample, high-frequency/

high-field ESEEM study, Bloeß, Mo¨bius, and Prisner,134,30
Nitrogen NMR shielding

isomeric tetrazoles, sovent polarity and hydrogen bonding effects, andab
initio calculation of nitrogen shielding of azole systems, Witanowskiet
al., 131,54

Nitroxide spin labels
3-carboxy proxyl, Gaussian line broadening of EPR spectrum, contributions

from magnetic-field modulation and unresolved proton hyperfine struc-
ture, Bales, Peric, and Lamy-Freund,132,279

complex formation with Li in aqueous phase: magnetic relaxation dispersion
of 7Li, Dinesen and Bryant,132,19

conformational effect on Ala-rich helical peptides, NMR analysis, Bolinet
al., 131,248

p ands transitions, DNP study at 1.53 mT, Salmanet al., 134,1
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proteins in lipid bilayers with, rotational motions, use of phase memory time
T2 for quantitative characterization, van der Struijf and Levine,130,
244

relaxation time determination by progressive saturation EPR, molecular
motion and Zeeman modulation effects, Livshits, Pa´li, and Marsh,133,
79

slow motional spectra, rapid computation of rotational correlation time
from, neural network approach, Martinez and Millhauser,134,124

spin–lattice relaxation measurements using first-harmonic out-of-phase ab-
sorption EPR signals, Livshits, Pa´li, and Marsh,134,113

Nitroxyl
–iron(III) distances, high-spin, determination in spin-labeled porphyrins by

time-domain EPR, Rakowskyet al., 131,97
NMRD (Nuclear magnetic relaxation dispersion)

model-free analysis of stretched dispersions, Halle, Jo´hannesson, and Venu,
135,1

NMR microscopy
multilayer gradient coil design for, Bowtell and Robyr,131,286
and quantitative1H MRI, of individual V79 lung tumor spheroids, Minard,

Guo, and Wind,133,368
NMR polarimeter

low-frequency, for hyperpolarized gases, Saam and Conradi,134,67
NMR probes

13C CP/MAS: chemical-shift imaging in rotating solids by RF field gradi-
ents, Malveauet al., 134,171

design: high-resolution high-pressure NMR probe for experiments at 500
MHz, Ballardet al., 133,190

double resonance, for close frequencies, Haase, Curro, and Slichter,135,
273

high-frequency, double- and triple-resonance circuits for, Zhanget al.,132,
167

high-pressure high-resolution, for experiments at 500 MHz, Ballardet al.,
133,190

pulsed-gradient, for solid-state studies, Zhang and Cory,132,144
temperature imaging by1H NMR and suppression of convection, Hedin and

Furó, 131,126
NMR samples

in situ drying: preparation of samples with extremely low water content,
Goez,135,14

NMR second moment
calculation, effective spatial averaging for, Goc,132,78

NMR spectra
computer simulation employing homotopy, Gateset al., 135,104
macromolecular, automated peak picking and peak integration with use of

AUTOPSY, Koradiet al., 135,288
precision of parameters in measuring, mathematical assessment, Golding

and Golding,135,380
reference deconvolution, phase correction, and line listing by 1D filter

diagonalization method, Huet al., 134,76
NMR spectrometer

using Earth’s field, pulsed gradient spin echo NMR study of restricted
diffusion in sea ice, Callaghanet al., 133,148

World Wide Web-operated, common gateway interface program for,
Buszko, Buszko, and Wang,131,362

NMR thermometry
high-precision13C shift, for temperature range 100–300 K, Quastet al.,134,

236
using paramagnetic lanthanide complex, Zuoet al., 133,53

Noble gases
hyperpolarized, signal dynamics in MRI of lung with, Mo¨ller et al.,135,133
laser-polarized, time-dependent diffusion, PFG measurements, Mairet al.,

135,478
NOE

quiet, interresidue, for DNA structural studies, Begeret al., 132,34

spin polarization-induced, in surface NMR using laser-polarized129Xe un-
der MAS conditions, Brunneret al., 130,145

NOESY
analysis of conformational effect of nitroxide spin labels on Ala-rich helical

peptides, Bolinet al., 131,248
composite 90° pulse sequence appended to, Sodano, Landon, and Ptak,133,

194
cross peak detection in 2D proton NMR spectra using excitation sculpting,

Van and Shaka,132,154
1D steady-state intermolecular13C, 1H: evidence of solute–solvent interac-

tions of C60 and C70 in solution, Troganis, Gerothanassis, and Papa-
demitriou,130,149

selective 1D and nonselective 2D, coherence selection and excitation sculpt-
ing using RF-gradients, Heikkinen, Rahkamaa, and Kilpela¨inen, 133,
183

NOESY-HMQC
15N-edited 3D, with water flipback, Gruschus and Ferretti,135,87

NOESY–HSQC
13C–NOESY–HSQC with split carbon evolution for increased resolution

with uniformly labeled proteins, Baur, Gemmecker, and Kessler,132,
191

Noise
influence on peak integrals obtained by direct summation, Bourg and Nuz-

illard, 134,184
Noise pickup

noise-immune coil for unshielded magnetic resonance measurements, Suits,
Garroway, and Miller,131,154

Noise spectroscopy
bandwidth extension, Yang and Zax,135,267

Non-Brownian particles
determination of structure of suspensions, PFG NMR technique with appli-

cations to sphere packings, Talini, Leblond, and Feuillebois,132,287
Nonlinear EPR

first-harmonic out-of-phase absorption EPR signals,T1 measurements,
Livshits, Páli, and Marsh,134,113

Nonlinear stimulated echo
in presence of inequivalent spins, Ardeleanet al., 132,138

Nonresonant probe
FT-EPR with: use of truncated coaxial line, Rubinsonet al., 132,255

NQR (seeNuclear quadrupole resonance)
Nuclear coherence

low-frequency, simple two-pulse detection scheme in pulsed EPR for,
Dzuba, Borovykh, and Hoff,133,286

Nuclear magnetic relaxation dispersion
model-free analysis of stretched dispersions, Halle, Jo´hannesson, and Venu,

135,1
Nuclear Overhauser effect (seeNOE)
Nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (seeNOESY)
Nuclear quadrupole resonance

double resonance probe for close frequencies, Haase, Curro, and Slichter,
135,273

rotating-frame, mapping molecular orientation in solids by, Casanova, Rob-
ert, and Pusiol,133,129

spin-echo mapping spectroscopy applied to, Bussandri and Zuriaga,131,
224

surface and gradiometer coils near conducting body: lift-off effect, Suits,
Garroway, and Miller,135,373

2D, using single crystal, off-resonance effects, Ajithkumaret al., 135,165
unshielded MR measurements, noise-immune coil for, Suits, Garroway, and

Miller, 131,154
Nuclear relaxation

and electron relaxation, in magnetic exchange coupled dimers, Bertiniet al.,
130,33
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Nuclear shielding constants
rovibrationally averaged, in OCS, Jackowski,135,444

Nuclear shielding tensor
31P, and31P,63,65Cu indirect spin–spin coupling tensor, of linear copper(I)

phosphines, anisotropy, Kroekeret al., 135,208
Nuclear spin-echo Fourier-transform mapping spectroscopy

applied to NQR, Bussandri and Zuriaga,131,224
Nuclear spin systems

with dipole–dipole interactions, parametrical instability, Buishvili, Gior-
gadze, and Khomeriki,130,82

Nuclear-Zeeman-resolved ESEEM
2D, Willer et al., 133,46

Nuclei (see alsoQuadrupolar nuclei)
I 5 5

2
, five-quantum coherence:27Al in Al 2O3 single crystal, Kaikkonen,

Ylinen, and Punkkinen,133,123
short T*2, relaxation time mapping with single-point imaging methods,

Beyeaet al., 135,156
spin-3

29Be, alignment echo: detection of ultraslow motion, Tang and Wu,133,
155

in incompletely disordered systems, temporal characteristics of NMR
signals, Woessner and Bansal,133,21

Nucleic acids
and protein–nucleic acid complexes, three-bond1H39–31P couplings, deter-

mination by quantitativeJ correlation spectroscopy, Cloreet al., 134,
164

Numerical modeling
self-diffusion and relaxation time NMR in multi-compartment systems,

Novikov, van Dusschoten, and Van As,135,522
Nutation

nutation-frequency correlated EPR spectroscopy: PEANUT, Stollet al.,
130,86

O

17O
D-mannopyranose, simultaneous suppression of two solvent signals: sequen-

tial inversion recovery with RIDE, Schulte,134,168
OCS, rovibrationally averaged nuclear shielding constants, Jackowski,135,

444
OCS

rovibrationally averaged nuclear shielding constants, Jackowski,135,444
ODESSA

direct determination of motional correlational times, Favre, Schaefer, and
Chmelka,134,261

Off-resonance effects
suppression with adiabatic multiple spin-echo pulse sequence, Zweckstetter

and Holak,133,134
in 2D NQR spectroscopy using single crystal, Ajithkumaret al., 135,165

Off-resonance relaxation
rotating frame, experiment for analysis of macromolecular dynamics using

adiabatic rotations, Mulderet al., 131,351
Oil

and water, in sedimentary rock,in situ NMR analysis, de Swietet al.,133,
385

Oligomerization
effect on NMR shieldings of Be12 and Al13 species in aqueous solution,

Tossell,135,203
Oligonucleotides

RNA, large, optimization of triple-resonance HCN experiments for, Sklena´ř
et al., 130,119

One-dimensional exchange spectroscopy by sideband alternation (ODESSA)
direct determination of motional correlational times, Favre, Schaefer, and

Chmelka,134,261

time-reverse, direct determination of motional correlational times, Favre,
Schaefer, and Chmelka,134,261

One-dimensional spectroscopy
selective and nonselective, coherence selection and excitation sculpting

using RF-gradients, Heikkinen, Rahkamaa, and Kilpela¨inen,133,183
solid-state NMR analysis of nuclear spin interaction tensors associated with

peptide bond, Lee and Ramamoorthy,133,204
Optically detected magnetic resonance

electron spin echo envelope modulation, on photoexcited triplet state in zero
magnetic field, Weis, Mo¨bius, and Prisner,131,17

Optimization
13C–14N REAPDOR NMR, Baet al., 133,104
evolution strategy, for selective pulses in NMR, Lunatiet al., 134,223
with nonstandard flip angles, signal intensity andT1-dependent contrast in

spin-echo and inversion-recovery MR imaging, Bonnyet al., 130,51
triple-resonance HCN experiments for larger RNA oligonucleotides, Sklena´ř

et al., 130,119
Order

incompletely disordered systems, temporal characteristics of NMR signals
from spin3

2
nuclei, Woessner and Bansal,133,21

Orientation
in solids, mapping by rotating-frame NQR imaging, Casanova, Robert, and

Pusiol,133,129
Orientational constraints

derived from hydrated powder samples by 2D PISEMA, Tian, Song, and
Cross,135,227

Orientational order
high, influence on shape of echo response from Hahn pulse sequence, van

der Struijf et al., 130,253
Orientational symmetry

computation of orientational averages in solid-state NMR by Gaussian
spherical quadrature, Ede´n and Levitt,132,220

Oriented membranes
magic angle-oriented sample spinning for, Glaubitz and Watts,130,305

Out-of-phase EPR
first-harmonic absorption EPR signals,T1 measurements, Livshits, Pa´li, and

Marsh,134,113
Overhauser enhancement

in proton–electron double-resonance imaging: mobility and free radical
concentration effects, de Sousaet al., 135,118

Overhauser magnetic resonance imaging
oximetry with, single-electron contrast agents for, EPR and DNP properties,

Ardenkjær-Larsenet al., 133,1
Oximetric imaging

single-electron contrast agents for, EPR and DNP properties, Ardenkjær-
Larsenet al., 133,1

Oximetry
EPR, carbon-based paramagnetic materials for use in, separation and en-

richment of active component, Liuet al., 133,291
Oxovanadium complex

determination of nitrogen quadrupole and hyperfine tensors by simultaneous
fitting of multifrequency ESEEM powder spectra, Reijerse, Tyryshkin,
and Dikanov,131,295

Oxygen
dissolved, sensitivity improvement in INADEQUATE by, Mattiello and

Freeman,135,514

P

31P
27Al 3 31P INEPT experiments on (CH3)3P–AlCl3 complex in zeolite NaX,

Kao and Grey,133,313
anisotropy in31P,63,65Cu indirect spin–spin coupling and31P nuclear shield-

ing tensors of linear copper(I) phosphines, Kroekeret al., 135,208
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carbon–phosphorusJ coupling constants in RNA, by spin-echo difference
constant-time HCCH–COSY, Hoogstraten and Pardi,133,236

cardiac NMR in humans, improved sensitivity and localization, Lo¨ffler et
al., 134,287

dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine bilayers, magic angle-oriented sample spin-
ning approach, Glaubitz and Watts,130,305

frequency-selective MRS data quantification with frequency prior knowl-
edge, Dologlou, Van Huffel, and Van Ormondt,130,238

and2H, NMR of nematic phospholipid bicellar solutions, Struppe and Vold,
135,541

J-coupled to59Co nucleus in HFeCo3(CO)11PPh2H, differential line broad-
ening in presence of quadrupolar–CSA interference, Elbayedet al.,
130,209

MRS spectra from rat brain, precision of parameters in measuring, Golding
and Golding,135,380

NaH2PO4: solvent magnetization artifacts in high-field NMR studies of
macromolecular hydration, Sobolet al., 130,262

Na4P2O7 z 10H2O and Cd(NO3)2 z 2PPh3: iterative lineshape fitting of MAS
NMR spectra, Dusold, Milius, and Sebald,135,500

paramagnetic lanthanide complex: NMR temperature measurements, Zuoet
al., 133,53

proton-decoupled NMR, detection of phosphomonoester signals in myocar-
dial hypertrophy, Junget al., 133,232

three-bond1H39–31P couplings in nucleic acids and protein–nucleic acid
complexes, determination by quantitativeJ correlation spectroscopy,
Clore et al., 134,164

Packings
spheres, application of pulsed-field gradient NMR technique for determina-

tion of structure of suspensions of non-Brownian particles, Talini,
Leblond, and Feuillebois,132,287

Parahydrogen
analysis of catalytic processes using: evolution of zero-quantum coherence

in AA 9X spin systems, Nattereret al., 133,92
Parallel processing

distributed, for multidimensional maximum entropy reconstruction, Li,
Stern, and Hoch,134,161

Paramagnetic compounds
solid-state NMR, effect of bulk magnetic susceptibility, Kubo, Spaniol, and

Terao,133,330
Paramagnetic inversion

of sign of interference contribution ofT2 of imido protons of coordinated
imidazoles in uniformly15N-labeled cytochromec3, Ohmuraet al.,
131,367

Paramagnetic ions
assisted DNA magnetic alignment, determination of DNA internuclear an-

gles using,135,256
Paramagnetic materials

carbon-based, for use in EPR oximetry, separation and enrichment of active
component, Liuet al., 133,291

Paramagnetic proteins
NMR study using PASE: paramagnetic signals enhancement, Bondon and

Mouro, 134,154
Paramagnetic signals enhancement

method for NMR study of paramagnetic proteins: PASE, Bondon and
Mouro, 134,154

Paramagnetic thermometric substance
lanthanide complex, Zuoet al., 133,53

Parametrical resonance
instability, in nuclear spin systems with dipole–dipole interactions, Buish-

vili, Giorgadze, and Khomeriki,130,82
PASE

method for NMR study of paramagnetic proteins: paramagnetic signals
enhancement, Bondon and Mouro,134,154

PASS
six-pulse PASS MAS-NMR technique solved by phasor method, Effey,

Butcher, and Cappelletti,132,266
2D-PASS, analysis of13C and15N chemical-shift anisotropy of ampicillin

and penicillin-V, Antzutkin, Lee, and Levitt,135,144
Paw

high-resolution 3D MRI and histology: Sandimmune Neoral effects on
collagen arthritis in DA rat, Beckmannet al., 131,8

Peak integration
automated, in macromolecular NMR spectra, using AUTOPSY, Koradiet

al., 135,288
Peak picking

automated, in macromolecular NMR spectra, using AUTOPSY, Koradiet
al., 135,288

Peaks
diagonal, suppression with singular value decomposition, Zhuet al., 132,

176
Peak separation

precision in estimating, Jupp, Harris, and Aliev,135,23
PEANUT

nutation-frequency correlated EPR spectroscopy, Stollet al., 130,86
Penicillin-V

13C and 15N chemical-shift anisotropy by 2D-PASS and CP/MAS NMR,
Antzutkin, Lee, and Levitt,135,144

4-n-Pentyl-49-cyanobiphenyl
liquid crystalline, application of broadband decoupling sequence SPARC-

16, Yu and Fung,130,317
Peptide bond

nuclear spin interaction tensors associated with, 1D solid-state NMR method
for, Lee and Ramamoorthy,133,204

Peptides
Ala-rich helical, conformational effect of nitroxide spin labels on, NMR

analysis, Bolinet al., 131,248
membrane, magic angle-oriented sample spinning approach, Glaubitz and

Watts,130,305
torsion angle determination by15N chemical shift and13Ca–1Ha dipolar

tensor correlation in solid-state MAS NMR, Honget al., 135,169
Perdeuterated protein

backbone amide and aliphatic gamma resonances, unambiguous correla-
tions, McCallum, Hitchens, and Rule,134,350

Perfluorocarbon FC40
19F MRI in inhomogeneous fields by SPARE sequence, McIntyre, Hennel,

and Morris,130,58
PFG (seePulsed-field gradients)
pH

role in magnetization transfer in polymers, Gochberget al., 131,191
Pharmacokinetics

isolated perfused liver: intravascular and intracellular relaxivities of super-
paramagnetic particles, Coletet al., 134,199

Phase
arbitrary, simultaneous and independent rotations with, for I, ISa, and ISb

spin systems, Briand and Sørensen,135,44
and symmetry, simplification of NMR spectra of liquid crystalline samples

by, Carravettaet al., 135,298
Phase adjustment of spinning sidebands (seePASS)
Phase correction

NMR spectra by 1D filter diagonalization method, Huet al., 134,76
Phase cycling

coherence transfer pathway selection in NMR by, simulation, Jerschow and
Müller, 134,17

Phase memory time
T2, use for quantitative characterization of rotational motions of proteins in

lipid bilayer systems, van der Struijf and Levine,130,244
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Phase-modulated CLEAN chemical exchange (CLEANEX-PM)
attenuation of cross-relaxation peaks, Hwang and Shaka,135,280

Phase reference
use for field mapping with amplitude images at low field, Tomasiet al.,131,

310
Phase-sensitive detection

2D homonuclear correlation spectra in MAS NMR, Boender and Vega,133,
281

Phase transitions
ferroelectric, in EPR studies of pyridinium tetrafluoroborate, radicals as

probes, Krzyminiewski, Bielewicz-Mordalska, and Kowalczyk,135,
76

Phasor method
six-pulse PASS MAS-NMR technique solved by, Effey, Butcher, and Cap-

pelletti, 132,266
Phospholipase A2

multidimensional NMR, HSQC-based methyl group selection via gradients,
Diercks, Schwaiger, and Kessler,130,335

Phospholipid
bicelles, dilute solutions for structural NMR work, Struppe and Vold,135,

541
Phosphomonoesters

signal detection in proton-decoupled31P NMR spectra in myocardial hy-
pertrophy, Junget al., 133,232

Photoexcited triplet state
acridine-d9 in fluorene-h10 matrix, in zero magnetic field, optically detected

ESEEM, Weis, Mo¨bius, and Prisner,131,17
a-a3C2-Phthalic acid

polarization transfer under RF-driven and slow-magic-angle-sample-spin-
ning conditions, Robyr and Gan,131,254

PISEMA
2D, orientational constraints derived from hydrated powder samples by,

Tian, Song, and Cross,135,227
Planar mixing

analytical polarization and coherence transfer functions for three coupled
spins1

2
, Schedletzky, Luy, and Glaser,130,27

Point resolved spectroscopy (seePRESS)
Polarimeter

low-frequency NMR, for hyperpolarized gases, Saam and Conradi,134,67
Polarization inversion spin exchange at magic angle (PISEMA)

2D, orientational constraints derived from hydrated powder samples by,
Tian, Song, and Cross,135,227

Polarization transfer
analytical transfer functions for three coupled spins1

2
under planar mixing

conditions, Schedletzky, Luy, and Glaser,130,27
distortionless enhancement by, including detection of quaternary nuclei:

DEPTQ, Burger and Bigler,135,529
RF-driven and slow-magic-angle-sample-spinning techniques, comparison,

Robyr and Gan,131,254
Polarizing field

large, high magnetic field gradient PGSE NMR in presence of, Callaghan,
Komlosh, and Nyden,133,177

Polyacrylamide gels
proton diffusion andT1 relaxation, unified approach using volume averag-

ing, Penkeet al., 132,240
Polychlorotrifluoroethene

rotational motion of 1,3-dibromoadamantane in,13C NMR, Lienin, Brüsch-
weiler, and Ernst,131,184

Polycrystalline sample
powders, 1H chemical-shielding anisotropies using MSHOT-3 based

CRAMPS, Hohwyet al., 133,374
solid-state NMR, effect of bulk magnetic susceptibility, Kubo, Spaniol, and

Terao,133,330

Polyethylene
linear, rigid strongly coupled carbons,13C CPMAS linewidths under CW

proton decoupling, VanderHart and Campbell,134,88
Polymers

chain end structures, 3D pulse sequences for, Saito and Rinaldi,130,
135

conformation by 2D double-quantum solid-state NMR, complete dipolar
decoupling of13C for, Schmidt-Rohr,131,209

DOSY and GPC-NMR experiments, multivariate curve resolution, Van
Gorkom and Hancewicz,130,125

magnetization transfer in, role of specific side groups and pH, Gochberget
al., 131,191

surface NMR analysis via MOUSE, Guthausenet al., 130,1
Polysaccharide

model meal, viscosity measurement with echo-planar imaging relaxometry,
Marciani et al., 135,82

Polystyrene
chain end structures, 3D pulse sequences for characterization, Saito and

Rinaldi, 130,135
structure, 3D NMR experiments for characterization, Saito and Rinaldi,132,

41
Pore structure

silica aerogels, determination by129Xe NMR and imaging, Gregory, Gerald,
and Botto,131,327

Porous media
effective gradients due to susceptibility differences, Hu¨rlimann,131,232
electrical transport in, NMR studies, Heil and Holz,135,17
sedimentary rock, fluids contained,in situ NMR analysis, de Swietet al.,

133,385
silica aerogels, pore-structure determination by129Xe NMR and imaging,

Gregory, Gerald, and Botto,131,327
time-dependent gas diffusion, PFG measurements, Mairet al., 135,478

Porphyrin deformation
effect on57Fe shieldings in superstructured hemoprotein models, Gerotha-

nassiset al., 131,163
Porphyrins

spin-labeled, high-spin iron(III)–nitroxyl distances by time-domain EPR,
Rakowskyet al., 131,97

Powders
Cu2O, 63Cu NMR imaging using second-order quadrupole broadened reso-

nances, Swaminathan and Suits,132,274
disordered, high-frequency/high-field ESEEM study of nitrogen hyperfine

and quadrupole interactions, Bloeß, Mo¨bius, and Prisner,134,30
hydrated, orientational constraints derived by 2D PISEMA, Tian, Song, and

Cross,135,227
polycrystalline,1H chemical-shielding anisotropies using MSHOT-3 based

CRAMPS, Hohwyet al., 133,374
Powder spectra

2H, noise spectroscopy application to, bandwidth extension, Yang and Zax,
135,267

multifrequency ESEEM, determination of nitrogen quadrupole and hyper-
fine tensors in oxovanadium complex by simultaneous fitting of,
Reijerse, Tyryshkin, and Dikanov,131,295

p21 ras
structure and activity, effects of cryoprotection: implications for ESEEM,

Halkides, Farrar, and Singel,134,142
Pr(C2D5SO4)3 z 8H2O

paramagnetic, solid-state NMR, effect of bulk magnetic susceptibility,
Kubo, Spaniol, and Terao,133,330

Precision
in estimating frequency separation between spectral lines, Jupp, Harris, and

Aliev, 135,23
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PRESS
excitation, in vivo lactate editing with simultaneous detection of upfield

singlets at 1.5 T with, applications to brain and head and neck tumors,
Star-Lacket al., 133,243

and STEAM, flip angle effects—optimized vs sinc RF pulses, Ryner, Ke,
and Thomas,131,118

Probes (see alsoNMR probes)
nonresonant FT-EPR, use of truncated coaxial line, Rubinsonet al.,132,255

Progressive saturation EPR
spin label relaxation time determination: molecular motion and Zeeman

modulation effects, Livshits, Pa´li, and Marsh,133,79
Protein binding

isotope-filtered NMR for, Gonnellaet al., 131,336
Protein/DNA complex

weak labile 1H resonances of side chains, enhancement:15N-edited 3D
NOESY-HMQC with water flipback, Gruschus and Ferretti,135,87

Protein dynamics
analysis using adiabatic rotations, off-resonance rotating frame relaxation

experiment for, Mulderet al., 131,351
backbone: quantitative analysis of dipole–CSA cross-correlated relaxation

by ZQ/DQ spectroscopy, Brutscheret al., 130,346
improved estimation of rotational correlation times from15N relaxation

measurements, Yao, Hinds, and Norton,131,347
Protein–ligand interactions

heteronuclear X-filter1H PFG double-quantum experiment for proton res-
onance assignment of ligand bound to protein, Dalvit, Ramage, and
Hommel,131,148

Protein–nucleic acid complexes
three-bond1H39–31P couplings, determination by quantitativeJ correlation

spectroscopy, Cloreet al., 134,164
Proteins

accuracy of HN–HN distance constraints, deuteration effects, Briercheck
and Rule,134,52

automated peak picking and peak integration in NMR using AUTOPSY,
Koradi et al., 135,288

13C-labeled
assignment of aromatic side chains, 2D NMR experiments for, Prompers

et al., 130,68
13C–NOESY–HSQC with split carbon evolution for increased resolution

of, Baur, Gemmecker, and Kessler,132,191
in H2O solution, H(C)CH-COSY and (H)CCH-COSY experiments,

Gehring and Ekiel,135,185
13C, 15N-labeled

amide deuterium isotope effects on Cb chemical shifts, multidimensional
editing for, Meissner and Sørensen,135,547

Bloch–Siegert shift-compensated and cyclic sideband-eliminated double-
adiabatic homonuclear decoupling for, Zhang and Gorenstein,132,81

spin relaxation, measurement of cross correlation between dipolar cou-
pling and chemical-shift anisotropy, Ghose, Huang, and Prestegard,
135,487

diffusion in aqueous solution, practical aspects of measurement, Tillett,
Lian, and Norwood,133,379

hydration, solvent magnetization artifacts in high-field NMR studies, Sobol
et al., 130,262

large, 3D NMR experiments for15N relaxation data, Caffreyet al.,135,368
magnetic coupling between lactate and water protons mediated by, Swan-

son,135,248
membrane

magic angle-oriented sample spinning approach, Glaubitz and Watts,130,
305

15N chemical-shift anisotropy, cation binding-induced changes, Tian and
Cross,135,535

multidimensional NMR, HSQC-based methyl group selection via gradients,
Diercks, Schwaiger, and Kessler,130,335

15N–15N J-couplings, detection, Lo¨hr and Ru¨terjans,132,130
oriented, asymmetric alignment tensor, determination in absence of struc-

tural information, Clore, Gronenborn, and Bax,133,216
rotational motions in lipid bilayer systems, use of phase memory timeT2 for

quantitative characterization, van der Struijf and Levine,130,244
side chains

contacting DNA, enhancement of weak labile1H resonances:15N-edited
3D NOESY-HMQC with water flipback, Gruschus and Ferretti,135,87

dynamics, analysis from13C NMR relaxation data, Daragan and Mayo,
130,329

spectral window in NMR revealing cross-relaxation between amide protons,
Mutzenhardt and Bodenhausen,132,159

torsion angle determination by15N chemical shift and13Ca–1Ha dipolar
tensor correlation in solid-state MAS NMR, Honget al., 135,169

weakly oriented, measurement of dipolar couplings for methylene and
methyl sites and use in structure determination, Ottigeret al.,134,365

Proton–electron double-resonance imaging
mobility and free radical concentration effects, de Sousaet al., 135,118

Proton hyperfine structure
unresolved, contribution to Gaussian line broadening of proxyl spin probe

EPR spectrum, Bales, Peric, and Lamy-Freund,132,279
Proton NMR

high-resolution MAS, evaluation of breast ductal carcinomas, Chenget al.,
135,194

MAS, at high magnetic fields and high spinning frequencies: spectral sim-
ulations using Floquet theory, Rayet al., 135,418

Protons
amide, cross-relaxation between, detection in protein NMR, Mutzenhardt

and Bodenhausen,132,159
assignment in uniformly13C- and selectively2H-labeled RNA, 3D C(CC)H

TOCSY for, Dayie, Tolbert, and Williamson,130,97
attached to13C, scalar spin–spin coupling contants between, methylene

specific experiments, Carlomagnoet al., 135,216
exchangeable, TOCSY experiments on systems with, information from

water stripe, Nakashima, McClung, and Kotovych,133,222
fast exchanging, sensitivity-enhanced detection by exchange-edited gradient

HCP-HSQC, Zangger and Armitage,135,70
imido, of coordinated imidazoles in uniformly15N-labeled cytochromec3,

interference contribution toT2 of, paramagnetic inversion of sign of,
Ohmuraet al., 131,367

inverse detection through MILS technique, alternative scheme for13C
chemical-shift imaging via, Leeet al., 130,102

lactate and water, protein-mediated magnetic coupling, Swanson,135,248
solvent, measurement of chemical exchange rate constants with, using

radiation damping, Chen and Mao,131,358
spectra, residual water, fast removal,132,197
vicinal F–H coupling constants: individual substituent effects, Fabia´n, Guil-

leme, and Dı´ez,133,255
195Pt NMR

monitoring of local disposition kinetics of carboplatinin vivo after sc
injection in rat, Beckeret al., 133,115

Pulsed ENDOR
matrix line, Astashkin and Kawamori,135,406
studies at 95 GHz of triplet state of13C60, van den Berget al., 131,39

Pulsed EPR
large sample, submicrosecond resonator and receiver for, Alecciet al.,132,

162
matched three-pulse ESEEM and matched HYSCORE, sensitivity enhance-

ment by, Jeschke, Rakhmatullin, and Schweiger,131,261
nutation-frequency correlated EPR spectroscopy: PEANUT, Stollet al.,

130,86
simple two-pulse detection scheme for low-frequency nuclear coherences,

Dzuba, Borovykh, and Hoff,133,286
2D nuclear-Zeeman-resolved ESEEM spectroscopy, Willeret al., 133,46
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Pulsed-field gradients
coherence selection in 2D MAS spectroscopy of dipolar solids, Fritzhannset

al., 134,355
coherence transfer pathway selection, simulation, Jerschow and Mu¨ller, 134,

17
diffusion coefficient measurement by 2D NMR, with accordion spectros-

copy, Millet and Pons,131,166
diffusion measurements, and protonT1 relaxation, in polyacrylamide gels,

unified approach using volume averaging, Penkeet al., 132,240
with electrophoretic NMR, analysis of electrical transport in disordered

medium, Heil and Holz,135,17
enhanced hetero (v1) half-filtered TOCSY, sensitivity-enhanced, for long-

range heteronuclear coupling constants, Uhrı´n et al., 130,155
enhanced HMQC, Zhu, Kong, and Sze,135,232
enhanced NMR, convection compensation, Jerschow and Mu¨ller, 132,13
enhanced TOCSY, sensitivity-enhanced, Ko¨vér, Uhrı́n, and Hruby,130,162
heteronuclear X-filter1H PFG double-quantum experiment for proton res-

onance assignment of ligand bound to protein, Dalvit, Ramage, and
Hommel,131,148

large, PGSE NMR in presence of large polarizing field requiring, Callaghan,
Komlosh, and Nyden,133,177

NMR probes, for solid-state studies, Zhang and Cory,132,144
non-Brownian particle suspension structure determination, with applications

to sphere packings, Talini, Leblond, and Feuillebois,132,287
self-diffusion and relaxation time modeling in multi-compartment systems,

Novikov, van Dusschoten, and Van As,135,522
time-dependent gas diffusion measurements, Mairet al., 135,478

Pulsed gradient spin echo
diffusion of proteins in aqueous solution measured with, practical aspects,

Tillett, Lian, and Norwood,133,379
Earth’s field NMR in Antarctica: study of restricted diffusion in sea ice,

Callaghanet al., 133,148
high magnetic field gradient NMR in presence of large polarizing field,

Callaghan, Komlosh, and Nyden,133,177
multilayer gradient coil design for, Bowtell and Robyr,131,286
time-dependent gas diffusion measurements, Mairet al., 135,478

Pulsed NMR
with large samples, submicrosecond resonator and receiver for, Alecciet al.,

132,162
low-frequency spectrometer for monitoring spin polarization of hyperpolar-

ized gases, Saam and Conradi,134,67
Pulse imperfections

effects due to, removal with adiabatic multiple spin-echo pulse sequence,
Zweckstetter and Holak,133,134

Pulses
adiabatic (seeAdiabatic pulses)
matched microwave, sensitivity enhancement by, in 1D and 2D ESEEM

spectroscopy, Jeschke, Rakhmatullin, and Schweiger,131,261
shaped, multiple-quantum MAS NMR of spin -3

2
quadrupolar spin systems,

Ding and McDowell,135,61
Pulse sequences

adiabatic multiple spin-echo, Zweckstetter and Holak,133,134
binomial solvent suppression, offset-dependent partial saturation, Hsu and

Gregory,131,46
composite 90°: distortionless NMR spectra and suppression without destruc-

tion of water magnetization, Sodano, Landon, and Ptak,133,194
for correlation of backbone amide and aliphatic gamma resonances in

deuterated proteins, McCallum, Hitchens, and Rule,134,350
Hahn, shape of echo response from, influence of high orientational order,

van der Struijfet al., 130,253
NMR, quantum logic gates and, Jones, Hansen, and Mosca,135,353
for steady-state saturation of flowing spins, Marshall,133,13
(u1)x–t–(u2)y–t, 14N NMR echo in NH4ClO4 after, Punkkinenet al., 130,

287

WATERGATE, improved, for solvent suppression in NMR, Liuet al.,132,
125

Purine nucleotides
13C-labeled, DNA decamer duplex with,13C relaxation, Kojimaet al.,135,

310
Pyridinium tetrafluoroborate

EPR, ferroelectric phase transitions in, radicals as probes, Krzyminiewski,
Bielewicz-Mordalska, and Kowalczyk,135,76

Q

QCPMG
–MAS NMR, half-integer quadrupolar nuclei, Larsenet al., 131,144

Quadrupolar interactions
distributions in 2D multiple-quantum MAS NMR spectra following, Bodart,

133,207
and nitrogen hyperfine coupling, on disordered powder sample, high-fre-

quency/high-field ESEEM study, Bloeß, Mo¨bius, and Prisner,134,30
Quadrupolar nuclei

application of time propagation technique for MAS NMR simulation, Char-
pentier, Fermon, and Virlet,132,181

half-integer
MQMAS NMR, composite pulse excitation schemes for, Marinelli,

Medek, and Frydman,132,88
QCPMG–MAS NMR, Larsenet al., 131,144

in solids, INEPT experiments involving, Kao and Grey,133,313
spin3

2
, of incompletely disordered systems, temporal characteristics of NMR
signals, Woessner and Bansal,133,21

Quadrupolar relaxation
and CSA relaxation, differential line broadening in presence of, Elbayedet

al., 130,209
Quadrupole broadened resonances

second-order, NMR imaging, Swaminathan and Suits,132,274
Quadrupole coupling constant

deuterium, and dynamic isotope effect, determination in liquids, Hardyet
al., 134,300

Quadrupole–dipole effects
in solid-state CP–MAS119Tin NMR spectra ofpara-substituted triaryltin-

(pentacarbonyl)manganese(I) complexes, Christendatet al., 131,1
Quadrupole splitting

NMR spectra of incompletely disordered systems: temporal characteristics
of spin 3

2
nuclei, Woessner and Bansal,133,21

Quadrupole tensor
and hyperfine tensor,14N, determination in oxovanadium complex by si-

multaneous fitting of multifrequency ESEEM powder spectra, Reijerse,
Tyryshkin, and Dikanov,131,295

Quality factor
super-Q detection of transient MR signals, Suits, Garroway, and Miller,132,

54
QuantitativeJ correlation spectroscopy

determination of three-bond1H39–31P couplings in nucleic acids and pro-
tein–nucleic acid complexes by, Cloreet al., 134,164

Quantum computer
quantum logic gates and NMR pulse sequences, Jones, Hansen, and Mosca,

135,353
Quaternary nuclei

detection, and distortionless enhancement by polarization transfer: DEPTQ,
Burger and Bigler,135,529

Qubit
NMR pulse sequences and quantum logic gates, Jones, Hansen, and Mosca,

135,353
QUIET–BIRD–NOESY

detection of cross-relaxation between amide protons in protein NMR, Mut-
zenhardt and Bodenhausen,132,159
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Quiet NOE
interresidue, for DNA structural studies, Begeret al., 132,34

QUIET–NOESY
selective NMR experiments on macromolecules, Espositoet al., 132,204

R

R29
measurement in presence of multiple spectral components using reference

spectrum deconvolution, Wehrliet al., 131,61
Radial basis network

determining rotational correlation times from slow motional ESR spectra
with, comparison with multilayer perceptron, Martinez and Millhauser,
134,124

Radial echo-planar imaging
description and experimental results, Silvaet al., 135,242

Radiation damping
composite 90° pulse sequence use: suppression without destruction of water

magnetization, Sodano, Landon, and Ptak,133,194
measurement of chemical exchange rate constants with solvent protons,

Chen and Mao,131,358
solvent magnetization artifacts in high-field NMR studies of macromolec-

ular hydration, Sobolet al., 130,262
Radicals

as probes of ferroelectric phase transitions in EPR studies of pyridinium
tetrafluoroborate, Krzyminiewski, Bielewicz-Mordalska, and Kowal-
czyk, 135,76

Radiofrequency-driven conditions
polarization-transfer under, comparison with slow-magic-angle-sample-

spinning conditions, Robyr and Gan,131,254
Radiofrequency field gradients

chemical-shift imaging in rotating solids by, Malveauet al., 134,171
coherence selection and excitation sculpting, in selective 1D and nonselec-

tive 2D experiments, Heikkinen, Rahkamaa, and Kilpela¨inen,133,183
diffusion measurements, Humbertet al., 134,245
self-diffusion measurements by13C NMR, Malveauet al., 130,131

Radiofrequency field strength
and spinning speed, effect on MQMAS NMR, Amoureuxet al., 131,170

Radiofrequency pulses
generation, Shinnar–Le RouxB polynomial ripples for, generalized estimate

for, Raddi and Klose,132,260
optimized vs sinc, flip angle effects in STEAM and PRESS, Ryner, Ke, and

Thomas,131,118
PRESS excitation:in vivo lactate editing with simultaneous detection of

uncoupled moieties at 1.5 T, with applications to head and neck tumors,
Star-Lacket al., 133,243

Radiofrequency shielding
birdcage coil tuned by, for application at 9.4 T, Dardzinskiet al., 131,32

Raffinose
heteronuclear long-range couplings, measurement by gradient-enhanced 2D

multiple-bond correlation, Sheng and van Halbeek,130,296
ras

p21 ras structure and activity, effects of cryoprotection: implications for
ESEEM, Halkides, Farrar, and Singel,134,142

87Rb
agar powder, selective detection of biexponential relaxation in isotropic

solutions by mixed coherence filtering NMR, Yamadaet al., 135,99
Rb2SO4, QCPMG–MAS NMR of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei, Larsenet

al., 131,144
Real-time MRI

image reconstruction and display system using high-speed personal com-
puter, Haishi and Kose,134,138

REAPDOR
optimization of13C–14N REAPDOR NMR, Baet al., 133,104

Receiver
and resonator, submicrosecond system for pulsed MR with large samples,

Alecci et al., 132,162
Reciprocity

generalized, Inskoet al., 131,111
REDOR

signal and inversion, d’Espinose de la Caillerie and Fretigny,133,273
Reduction factors

simplification of19F NMR spectra of liquid crystalline samples by multiple-
pulse COSY, Lesotet al., 133,166

Reference deconvolution
NMR spectra by 1D filter diagonalization method, Huet al., 134,76

Reference spectrum deconvolution
R29 measurement in presence of multiple spectral components, Wehrliet al.,

131,61
Refinement

structure, against residual dipolar couplings, in presence of rhombicity of
unkown magnitude, Clore, Gronenborn, and Tjandra,131,159

Relaxation (see alsoSpin–lattice relaxation; Spin–spin relaxation)
biexponential, selective detection in isotropic solutions by mixed coherence

filtering NMR, Yamadaet al., 135,99
13C, 15N-labeled proteins, measurement of cross correlation between dipolar

coupling and chemical-shift anisotropy, Ghose, Huang, and Prestegard,
135,487

13C NMR
analysis of protein side-chain dynamics, Daragan and Mayo,130,329
DNA duplex dynamics via, Kojimaet al., 135,310

dipole–CSA cross-correlated, quantitative analysis by ZQ/DQ spectroscopy,
Brutscheret al., 130,346

effect of coupling between rotational and translational Brownian motions:
Green function of rigid body diffusion, Beloborodov, Orekhov, and
Arseniev,132,328

electron and nuclear, in magnetic exchange coupled dimers, Bertiniet al.,
130,33

laboratory-frame, in estimation of chemical-shift anisotropy–dipolar cou-
pling cross-correlation rates, Ghose and Prestegard,134,308

magnetization transfer in polymers, role of specific side groups and pH,
Gochberget al., 131,191

15N
improved estimation of protein rotational correlation times, Yao, Hinds,

and Norton,131,347
large proteins, 3D NMR experiments: 44-kDa ectodomain of SIV gp41,

Caffrey et al., 135,368
rate in poorly resolved NMR spectra, 3D accordion spectroscopy mea-

surement, Carr, Fearing, and Palmer,132,25
off-resonance rotating frame, experiment for analysis of macromolecular

dynamics using adiabatic rotations, Mulderet al., 131,351
quadrupolar–CSA, differential line broadening in presence of, Elbayedet

al., 130,209
Relaxation dispersions

stretched, model-free analysis, Halle, Jo´hannesson, and Venu,135,1
Relaxation rate

echo-planar imaging measurement of viscosity of model meal, Marcianiet
al., 135,82

Relaxation time
determination by progressive saturation EPR: effects of molecular motion

and Zeeman modulation for spin labels, Livshits, Pa´li, and Marsh,133,
79

T1, reduction with dissolved oxygen: sensitivity improvement in INADE-
QUATE, Mattiello and Freeman,135,514

triple-quantum, determination of dipolar interactions of23Na in solution by,
Eliav and Navon,130,63

Relaxation time mapping
shortT*

2 nuclei using single-point imaging methods, Beyeaet al.,135,156
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Relaxation time NMR
and self-diffusion, modeling in multi-compartment systems, Novikov, van

Dusschoten, and Van As,135,522
Relaxometry

echo-planar imaging, measurement of viscosity of model meal, Marcianiet
al., 135,82

field-cycling, formalism for evaluation of order-fluctuation modes in liquid
crystals, Grinberget al., 135,54

hepatic intravascular and intracellular, of superparamagnetic particles, Colet
et al., 134,199

Resolution enhancement
from double constant-time evolution of 3D and 4D triple-resonance exper-

iments, McCoy,130,341
in in vivo 1H NMR spectra, with increased magnetic field strength, Gruetter

et al., 135,260
in MRI via enhanced signal digitization, Elliottet al., 130,300
in multiple-quantum MAS NMR, Schnellet al., 133,61

Resonance assignment
active site of heme proteins,1H–13C–13C-edited1H NMR experiment for,

Qiu, Rivera, and Stark,130,76
aromatic side chains in13C-labeled proteins, 2D NMR experiments for,

Promperset al., 130,68
ligand bound to protein, heteronuclear X-filter1H PFG double-quantum

experiment for, Dalvit, Ramage, and Hommel,131,148
protons and carbons in uniformly13C- and selectively2H-labeled RNA by

3D C(CC)H TOCSY, Dayie, Tolbert, and Williamson,130,97
Resonance offset

dependent partial saturation, in binomial solvent suppression sequences, Hsu
and Gregory,131,46

Resonances
second-order quadrupole broadened, NMR imaging, Swaminathan and

Suits,132,274
Resonator

and receiver, submicrosecond system for pulsed MR with large samples,
Alecci et al., 132,162

220-MHz RF Fourier transform EPR spectrometer, Alecciet al., 130,272
Rhombicity

unkown magnitude, direct structure refinement against residual dipolar
couplings in presence of, Clore, Gronenborn, and Tjandra,131,159

Ribozyme
lead-dependent, carbon–phosphorusJ coupling constants, by spin-echo dif-

ference constant-time HCCH–COSY, Hoogstraten and Pardi,133,236
RIDE

sequential inversion recovery with: simultaneous suppression of two solvent
signals in17O NMR, Schulte,134,168

Ripples
Shinnar–Le RouxB polynomial, for RF pulse generation, generalized esti-

mate for, Raddi and Klose,132,260
RNA

carbon–phosphorusJ coupling constants, by spin-echo difference constant-
time HCCH–COSY, Hoogstraten and Pardi,133,236

larger oligonucleotides, optimization of triple-resonance HCN experiments
for, Sklenář et al., 130,119

uniformly 13C- and selectively2H-labeled, proton and carbon assignment,
3D C(CC)H TOCSY for, Dayie, Tolbert, and Williamson,130,97

Rock
sedimentary, fluids contained,in situ NMR analysis, de Swietet al., 133,

385
Rotating-frame NQR imaging

mapping molecular orientation in solids by, Casanova, Robert, and Pusiol,
133,129

Rotation
proteins in lipid bilayer systems, use of phase memory timeT2 for quanti-

tative characterization, van der Struijf and Levine,130,244

Rotational correlation time
rapid computation from slow motional ESR spectra, neural network ap-

proach, Martinez and Millhauser,134,124
Rotational-echo double resonance (REDOR)

signal and inversion, d’Espinose de la Caillerie and Fretigny,133,273
Rotational motion

solute molecule in highly viscous liquid,13C NMR, Lienin, Brüschweiler,
and Ernst,131,184

Rotor synchronization
amplitude-modulated cross-polarization with, application in13C–1H spin

pair under fast MAS, Raya and Hirschinger,133,341
Rovibrational effects

rovibrationally averaged nuclear shielding constants in OCS, Jackowski,
135,444

Ruby
g-irradiated crystal, impurity nuclear spin–lattice relaxation suppression and

charge exchange of chromium ions, Chandoulet al., 135,113
spin -3

2
Cr31 in, looping transition, simulation methods for, Gaffney and

Silverstone,134,57

S

33S
OCS, rovibrationally averaged nuclear shielding constants, Jackowski,135,

444
Saccharides

long-range heteronuclear coupling constants, 1D determination by gradient-
enhanced SIMBA, Vogt and Benesi,132,214

Sandimmune Neoral
effects on collagen arthritis in DA rat: high-resolution 3D MRI and histol-

ogy, Beckmannet al., 131,8
Saturation

offset-dependent partial, in binomial solvent suppression sequences, Hsu
and Gregory,131,46

progressive saturation EPR determination of spin label relaxation times:
molecular motion and Zeeman modulation effects, Livshits, Pa´li, and
Marsh,133,79

steady-state, of flowing spins, pulse sequences for, Marshall,133,13
Saturation transfer

detection of proton chemical exchange between metabolites and water in
biological tissues, Guivel-Scharenet al., 133,36

Saturation-transfer ESR
sensitivity, extended to extremely slow mobility in glassy materials, van den

Dries, de Jager, and Hemminga,131,241
Sea ice

restricted diffusion in, pulsed gradient spin echo NMR study: Earth’s field
NMR, Callaghanet al., 133,148

Secant pulse
STUD1 parameter calibration for efficient broadband adiabatic decoupling

in single transient, Bendall and Skinner,134,331
sech/tanh pulse

STUD1 parameter calibration for efficient broadband adiabatic decoupling
in single transient, Bendall and Skinner,134,331

Second moment calculation
effective spatial averaging for, Goc,132,78

Sedimentary rock
fluids in, in situ NMR analysis, de Swietet al., 133,385

SEDOR
counting spins with, Cullet al., 133,352

Selective excitation
complicated shapes in three dimensions, Sersˇa and Macura,135,466
in-phase double, of coupled spin systems, using excitation sculpting, Bourg

and Nuzillard,133,173
ultraclean multisite, using excitation sculpting, Parella, Sa´nchez-Ferrando,

and Virgili, 135,50
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Selective NMR
on macromolecules: QUIET–NOESY, Espositoet al., 132,204

Selective-pulse design
evolution strategy optimization for, Lunatiet al., 134,223

Selective rotations
simultaneous and independent, with arbitrary flip angles and phases, for I,

ISa, and ISb spin systems, Briand and Sørensen,135,44
Self-decoupling

heteronuclear scalar interaction and proton spin diffusion: high-speed13C
MAS of adamantane, Ernst, Verhoeven, and Meier,130,176

Self-diffusion
13C NMR measurements using RF field gradients, Malveauet al.,130,131
and electric mobility, in disordered medium, NMR measurement, Heil and

Holz, 135,17
and relaxation time NMR, modeling in multi-compartment systems, No-

vikov, van Dusschoten, and Van As,135,522
Semibullvalenes

valence tautomers, high-precision13C shift thermometer for temperature
range 100–300 K based on, Quastet al., 134,236

Sensitivity enhancement
cardiac31P MRS in humans, Lo¨ffler et al., 134,287
fast exchanging proton detection by exchange-edited gradient HCP-HSQC,

Zangger and Armitage,135,70
gradient-enhanced hetero (v1) half-filtered TOCSY for long-range hetero-

nuclear coupling constants, Uhrı´n et al., 130,155
gradient-enhanced TOCSY, Ko¨vér, Uhrı́n, and Hruby,130,162
HMQC, Zhu, Kong, and Sze,135,232
INADEQUATE, Mattiello and Freeman,135,514
in vivo 13C MR spectroscopy on clinical 1.5 T MR system, heteronuclear

cross polarization for, van den Bergh, van den Boogert, and Heerschap,
135,93

by matched microwave pulses, in 1D and 2D ESEEM spectroscopy,
Jeschke, Rakhmatullin, and Schweiger,131,261

TROSY, Czisch and Boelens,134,158
Separated-local field experiments

1D solid-state NMR method for nuclear spin interaction tensors associated
with peptide bond, Lee and Ramamoorthy,133,204

Serine proteinase PB92
TROSY, sensitivity enhancement, Czisch and Boelens,134,158

Shaped pulses
multiple-quantum MAS NMR of spin -3

2
quadrupolar spin systems, Ding and

McDowell, 135,61
Shaping

pulses in multiple-quantum MAS NMR, effect in spin -3

2
quadrupolar nu-

clear spin systems, Ding and McDowell,135,61
Shearing

distributions of quadrupolar and isotropic chemical shift interactions in 2D
multiple-quantum MAS NMR spectra following, Bodart,133,207

Shielding constants
rovibrationally averaged, in OCS, Jackowski,135,444

Shieldings
57Fe, in superstructured hemoprotein models, effects of atropisomerism and

porphyrin deformation, Gerothanassiset al., 131,163
NMR, Be12 and Al13 species in aqueous solution, effects of hydrolysis and

oligomerization, Tossell,135,203
rovibrationally averaged nuclear shielding constants in OCS, Jackowski,

135,444
Shimming

automated, with normal spectrometer hardware: 3D profile edge shimming,
Chilvers and Morris,133,210

Shinnar–Le Roux algorithm
SLRB polynomial ripples for RF pulse generation, generalized estimate for,

Raddi and Klose,132,260

29Si
surface selective1H/29Si CP NMR by NOE enhancement from laser-polar-

ized xenon, Pietraß, Seydoux, and Pines,133,299
Sidebands

cyclic, elimination in double-adiabatic homonuclear decoupling for13C- and
15N-double-labeled proteins, Zhang and Gorenstein,132,81

Side chains
protein

contacting DNA, enhancement of weak labile1H resonances:15N-edited
3D NOESY-HMQC with water flipback, Gruschus and Ferretti,135,87

motional dynamics, analysis from13C NMR relaxation data, Daragan and
Mayo, 130,329

Side groups
specific, role in magnetization transfer in polymers, Gochberget al., 131,

191
Signal

NMR, generalized reciprocity and, Inskoet al., 131,111
transient MR, super-Q detection, Suits, Garroway, and Miller,132,54

Signal intensity
optimization with nonstandard flip angles in spin-echo and inversion-recov-

ery MR imaging, Bonnyet al., 130,51
Signal-to-noise ratio

MRI, improvement via enhanced signal digitization, Elliottet al., 130,300
Signal processing (seeData processing)
Silica aerogels

pore-structure determination by129Xe NMR and imaging, Gregory, Gerald,
and Botto,131,327

SIMBA
gradient-enhanced, 1D determination of long-range heteronuclear coupling

constants by, Vogt and Benesi,132,214
Simulated annealing

direct structure refinement against residual dipolar couplings in presence of
rhombicity of unkown magnitude, Clore, Gronenborn, and Tjandra,
131,159

Simulation
coherence transfer pathway selection by phase cycling and pulsed-field

gradients in NMR, Jerschow and Mu¨ller, 134,17
CP-MAS signals at high spinning speeds, Ray, Ladizhansky, and Vega,135,

427
ESEEM spectra using Gamma, Shane, Liesum, and Schweiger,134,72
looping transitions, methods for, Gaffney and Silverstone,134,57
MAS NMR, time propagation technique for, application to quadrupolar

nuclei, Charpentier, Fermon, and Virlet,132,181
MR spectra, employing homotopy, Gateset al., 135,104
NMR, homogeneous master equation for heteronuclear two-spin system on

basis of Cartesian product operators, Allard, Helgstrand, and Ha¨rd,134,
7

spectral, using Floquet theory: proton MAS NMR at high magnetic fields
and high spinning frequencies, Rayet al., 135,418

spectral lineshape: iterative lineshape fitting of MAS NMR spectra, Dusold,
Milius, and Sebald,135,500

Single-crystal NMR spectroscopy
improved hardware and software for, Vosegaardet al., 135,126

Single-crystal 2D NQR spectroscopy
off-resonance effects, Ajithkumaret al., 135,165

Single-point acquisition with relaxation enhancement (SPARE)
robust method for MRI in inhomogeneous fields, McIntyre, Hennel, and

Morris, 130,58
Single-point imaging

relaxation time mapping of shortT*2 nuclei, Beyeaet al., 135,156
Singular value decomposition

suppression of diagonal peaks with, Zheet al., 132,176
SLOOP

localized31P NMR of human heart, Lo¨ffler et al., 134,287
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Slow-magic-angle-sample-spinning conditions
polarization transfer under, comparison with RF-driven conditions, Robyr

and Gan,131,254
Slow motional spectra

rapid computation of rotational correlation time from, neural network ap-
proach, Martinez and Millhauser,134,124

Small loop antenna
surface and gradiometer coils near conducting body: lift-off effect, Suits,

Garroway, and Miller,135,373
Smoothing penalty

uniform-penalty inversion of multiexponential decay data, Borgia, Brown,
and Fantazzini,132,65

Sodium
cation, binding-induced changes in15N CSA in membrane-bound polypep-

tide, Tian and Cross,135,535
extracellular, contribution to23Na multiple-quantum-filtered NMR spectra

of erythrocyte suspensions, Knubovets, Shinar, and Navon,131,92
Software

single-crystal NMR, Vosegaardet al., 135,126
Solenoids

microcoils, design for NMR of mass-limited samples, Subramanian, Lam,
and Webb,133,227

Solids
hydrogen-bonded,1H and 2H NMR relaxation due to complex motion:

classical jumps over barrier and incoherent tunneling, Reynhardt and
Latanowicz,130,195

mapping molecular orientation by rotating-frame NQR imaging, Casanova,
Robert, and Pusiol,133,129

quadrupolar nuclei in, INEPT experiments involving, Kao and Grey,133,
313

stray field imaging by magnetic field sweep, Mallett, Halse, and Strange,
132,172

surface NMR using laser-polarized129Xe under MAS conditions, Brunneret
al., 130,145

Solid-state imaging
1H NMR image contrast, cross polarization for, Nakaiet al., 134,44

Solid-state NMR
13C and15N, analysis of chemical-shift anisotropy of ampicillin and peni-

cillin-V by 2D-PASS and CP/MAS NMR, Antzutkin, Lee, and Levitt,
135,144

counting spins with SEDOR, Cullet al., 133,352
definitive example of27Al chemical-shielding anisotropy, Schurko, Wasyl-

ishen, and Phillips,133,388
2H, noise spectroscopy application to, bandwidth extension, Yang and Zax,

135,267
1D, nuclear spin interaction tensors associated with peptide bond, Lee and

Ramamoorthy,133,204
orientational averages, computation by Gaussian spherical quadrature, Ede´n

and Levitt,132,220
paramagnetic compounds, effect of bulk magnetic susceptibility, Kubo,

Spaniol, and Terao,133,330
pulsed-gradient NMR probes for studies, Zhang and Cory,132,144
29Si: surface selective1H/29Si CP NMR by NOE enhancement from laser-

polarized xenon, Pietraß, Seydoux, and Pines,133,299
spin-echo mapping spectroscopy applied to NQR, Bussandri and Zuriaga,

131,224
Solute molecule

rotational motion in highly viscous liquid,13C NMR, Lienin, Brüschweiler,
and Ernst,131,184

Solute–solvent interactions
fullerenes C60 and C70 in solution: 1D steady-state intermolecular13C, 1H

Overhauser effect study, Troganis, Gerothanassis, and Papademitriou,
130,149

Solution NMR
direct structure refinement against residual dipolar couplings in presence of

rhombicity of unkown magnitude, Clore, Gronenborn, and Tjandra,
131,159

hyperfine shifts, high magnetic field consequences, Bertini, Felli, and Luchi-
nat,134,360

multi-component spin systems, intermolecular zero-quantum coherences,
Ahn, Lisitza, and Warren,133,266

structure determination, use of magnitude of asymmetric alignment tensor of
oriented macromolecules, Clore, Gronenborn, and Bax,133,216

Solutions
dilute bicellar, for structural NMR work, Struppe and Vold,135,541
glycerol, dipolar interactions of23Na, determination by triple-quantum re-

laxation time measurements, Eliav and Navon,130,63
Solvent

large signals, analog filtering for improved dynamic range in high-resolution
NMR, Redfield and Kunz,130,111

protons, measurement of chemical exchange rate constants with, using
radiation damping, Chen and Mao,131,358

Solvent effects
solvent magnetization artifacts in high-field NMR studies of macromolec-

ular hydration, Sobolet al., 130,262
Solvent polarity effects

on nitrogen NMR shielding of isomeric tetrazoles, Witanowskiet al., 131,
54

Solvent suppression
binomial sequences for, offset-dependent partial saturation, Hsu and Greg-

ory, 131,46
H(C)CH-COSY and (H)CCH-COSY for13C-labeled proteins in H2O solu-

tion, Gehring and Ekiel,135,185
in NMR, improved WATERGATE pulse sequences for, Liuet al.,132,125
simultaneous, two solvent signals in17O NMR: sequential inversion recov-

ery with RIDE, Schulte,134,168
SPARC-16

broadband decoupling sequence for liquid crystals, Yu and Fung,130,317
SPARE

robust method for MRI in inhomogeneous fields, McIntyre, Hennel, and
Morris, 130,58

Spatial averaging
effective, for NMR second moment calculation, Goc,132,78

Spatial correlation
2D CP/MAS13C isotropic chemical shift correlation established by1H spin

diffusion, Wilhelmet al., 134,255
Spatial resolution

field-gradient NMR, demonstrating, Feiweiret al., 131,203
Spectral analysis

symmetry and phase-selected NMR spectra of liquid crystalline samples,
Carravettaet al., 135,298

Spectral density mapping
in DNA dynamics study via13C relaxation, Kojimaet al., 135,310

Spectral editing (seeEditing)
Spectral lines

precision in estimating frequency separation between, Jupp, Harris, and
Aliev, 135,23

Spectral localization with optimal pointspread function (SLOOP)
localized31P NMR of human heart, Lo¨ffler et al., 134,287

Spectral parameter estimation
by iterative quadratic maximum likelihood method, Zhu, Choy, and Sanc-

tuary,135,37
Spectral simulation

using Floquet theory: proton MAS NMR at high magnetic fields and high
spinning frequencies, Rayet al., 135,418

Spectral spatial EPR imaging
implementation by iterative Fourier reconstruction, Placidiet al., 134,280
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Spectrometer (see alsoNMR spectrometer)
radiofrequency Fourier transform EPR, 220-MHz, Alecciet al., 130,272

Spectrum analysis
distributed parallel processing for multidimensional maximum entropy re-

construction, Li, Stern, and Hoch,134,161
Sphere packings

application of pulsed-field gradient NMR technique for determination of
structure of suspensions of non-Brownian particles, Talini, Leblond,
and Feuillebois,132,287

Spin diffusion
interresidue quiet NOE for suppression, for DNA structural studies, Begeret

al., 132,34
proton

and heteronuclear scalar interaction, self-decoupling: high-speed13C
MAS of adamantane, Ernst, Verhoeven, and Meier,130,176

2D CP/MAS 13C isotropic chemical shift correlation established by,
Wilhelm et al., 134,255

Spin echo
adiabatic multiple spin-echo pulse sequence, Zweckstetter and Holak,133,

134
in vivo observation of multiple spin echoes, Bifone, Payne, and Leach,135,

30
14N NMR, in NH4ClO4 after pulse sequence (u1)x–t–(u2)y–t, Punkkinenet

al., 130,287
pulsed gradient (seePulsed gradient spin echo)

Spin-echo attenuation
of restricted diffusion, as discord of structure waves, Stepisˇnik, 131,339

Spin-echo difference constant-time HCCH–COSY
measurement of carbon–phosphorusJ coupling constants in RNA, Hoog-

straten and Pardi,133,236
Spin echo double resonance (SEDOR)

counting spins with, Cullet al., 133,352
Spin-echo imaging

signal intensity andT1-dependent contrast, optimization with nonstandard
flip angles, Bonnyet al., 130,51

Spin-echo mapping spectroscopy
applied to NQR, Bussandri and Zuriaga,131,224

Spin labels
nitroxide (seeNitroxide spin labels)
TEMPOL, saturation-transfer ESR spectra in glycerol, van den Dries, de

Jager, and Hemminga,131,241
Spin–lattice relaxation

27Al in g-irradiated ruby crystal, separation of impurity and lattice contri-
butions and determination of charge-exchanged chromium ions, Chan-
doul et al., 135,113

dependent contrast, optimization with nonstandard flip angles in spin-echo
and inversion-recovery MR imaging, Bonnyet al., 130,51

effects in sequential dynamic susceptibility contrast experiments, Levinet
al., 130,292

1H and 2H, in hydrogen-bonded solids, due to complex motion: classical
jumps over barrier and incoherent tunneling, Reynhardt and Latanow-
icz, 130,195

7Li, magnetic relaxation dispersion technique: complex formation with
nitroxides in aqueous phase, Dinesen and Bryant,132,19

measurement
continuous-wave nonlinear ESR spectroscopies, Cianflone, Francia, and

Leporini, 131,86
first-harmonic out-of-phase absorption EPR signals, Livshits, Pa´li, and

Marsh,134,113
in multivariate image analysis with direct exponential curve resolution

algorithm
algorithm and model study, Windig, Hornak, and Antalek,132,298
human brain images, Antalek, Hornak, and Windig,132,307

15N and13CO in poorly resolved NMR spectra, 3D accordion spectroscopy
measurement, Carr, Fearing, and Palmer,132,25

in 99% 13C-enriched diamonds,13C NMR analysis, Shabanova, Schaum-
burg, and Sellschop,130,8

order-fluctuation modes in liquid crystals, formalism for evaluation from
field-cycling NMR-relaxometry data, Grinberget al., 135,54

and proton diffusion, in polyacrylamide gels, unified approach using volume
averaging, Penkeet al., 132,240

role in echo decay of planar Cu in high-temperature superconductors, Curro
and Slichter,130,186

short, mapping of nuclei using single-point imaging methods, Beyeaet al.,
135,156

spin labels, determination by progressive saturation EPR, molecular motion
and Zeeman modulation effects, Livshits, Pa´li, and Marsh,133,79

Spin-locking
3D NMR pulse sequences for characterization of polymer chain end struc-

tures, Saito and Rinaldi,130,135
Spinning frequency

high, proton MAS NMR: spectral simulations using Floquet theory, Rayet
al., 135,418

Spinning sidebands
control in high-resolution NMR, Borer and Maple,131,177

Spinning speed
high, simulation of CP-MAS signals at, Ray, Ladizhansky, and Vega,135,

427
and RF power, effect on MQMAS NMR, Amoureuxet al., 131,170

Spin pairs
13C–1H, under fast MAS, application of rotor-synchronized amplitude-

modulated cross polarization, Raya and Hirschinger,133,341
isolated, homonuclearJ coupling, iterative lineshape fitting of MAS NMR

spectra for analysis, Dusold, Milius, and Sebald,135,500
Spin polarization

hyperpolarized gases, low-frequency NMR polarimeter for, Saam and Con-
radi, 134,67

Spin polarization-induced NOE
in surface NMR using laser-polarized129Xe under MAS conditions, Brunner

et al., 130,145
surface selective1H/29Si CP NMR by NOE enhancement from laser-polar-

ized xenon, Pietraß, Seydoux, and Pines,133,299
Spins

1

2
, coupled, under planar mixing conditions, analytical polarization and

coherence transfer functions for, Schedletzky, Luy, and Glaser,130,27
counting with SEDOR, Cullet al., 133,352
flowing fluid, pulse sequences for steady-state saturation, Marshall,133,13
half-integer quadrupolar, MQMAS NMR, composite pulse excitation

schemes for, Marinelli, Medek, and Frydman,132,88
I 5 5

2
, five-quantum coherence of nuclei with:27Al in Al 2O3 single crystal,
Kaikkonen, Ylinen, and Punkkinen,133,123

inequivalent, nonlinear stimulated echo in presence of, Ardeleanet al.,132,
138

3

2
, nuclei of incompletely disordered systems with, temporal characteristics

of NMR signals, Woessner and Bansal,133,21
Spin–spin coupling

27Al 3 31P INEPT experiments on (CH3)3P–AlCl3 complex in zeolite NaX,
Kao and Grey,133,313

carbon–phosphorus, by spin-echo difference constant-time HCCH–COSY,
Hoogstraten and Pardi,133,236

deuterium quadrupole coupling constant in liquids, and dynamic isotope
effect, Hardyet al., 134,300

estimation from antiphase multiplets: Metropolis Monte Carlo implementa-
tion of Bayesian time-domain parameter estimation, Andrec and Pres-
tegard,130,217
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heteronuclear, simultaneous and independent rotations with arbitrary flip
angles and phases for I, ISa, and ISb spin systems, Briand and Sø-
rensen,135,44

heteronuclear long-range
gradient-enhanced 2D multiple-bond correlation experiment for, Sheng

and van Halbeek,130,296
1D determination by gradient-enhanced SIMBA, Vogt and Benesi,132,

214
sensitivity- and gradient-enhanced hetero (v1) half-filtered TOCSY for,

Uhrı́n et al., 130,155
homonuclear

active-coupling-pattern tilting experiment for, Koz´miński, 134,189
in isolated spin pairs, iterative lineshape fitting of MAS NMR spectra for,

Dusold, Milius, and Sebald,135,500
a/b-HSQC-a/b experiment for spin-state selective editing of IS cross peaks,

Andersson, Annila, and Otting,133,364
3JNHa, in analysis of conformational effect of nitroxide spin labels on

Ala-rich helical peptides, Bolinet al., 131,248
measurement from simplified 2D NMR spectra, Ottiger, Delaglio, and Bax,

131,373
nitrogen–nitrogen, in proteins, detection, Lo¨hr and Ru¨terjans,132,130
31P,63,65Cu indirect, and31P nuclear shielding tensor, of linear copper(I)

phosphines, anisotropy, Kroekeret al., 135,208
scalar, between protons attached to13C, methylene specific experiments,

Carlomagnoet al., 135,216
three-bond1H39–31P couplings in nucleic acids and protein–nucleic acid

complexes: quantitativeJ correlation spectroscopy, Cloreet al., 134,
164

vicinal fluorine–proton coupling constants: individual substituent effects,
Fabián, Guilleme, and Dı´ez,133,255

Spin–spin relaxation
echo-planar imaging measurement of viscosity of model meal, Marcianiet

al., 135,82
imido protons of coordinated imidazoles in uniformly15N-labeled cyto-

chromec3, paramagnetic inversion of sign of interference contribution
to, Ohmuraet al., 131,367

measurement with multiecho imaging with suboptimal spoiler gradients,
Does and Snyder,131,25

in multivariate image analysis with direct exponential curve resolution
algorithm

algorithm and model study, Windig, Hornak, and Antalek,132,298
human brain images, Antalek, Hornak, and Windig,132,307

natural-abundance crystalline carbons of linear polyethylene under CW
proton decoupling conditions and MAS, VanderHart and Campbell,
134,88

removal of systematic errors with adiabatic multiple spin-echo pulse se-
quence, Zweckstetter and Holak,133,134

R29 measurement in presence of multiple spectral components using refer-
ence spectrum deconvolution, Wehrliet al., 131,61

short, mapping of nuclei using single-point imaging methods, Beyeaet al.,
135,156

spin3

2
nuclei of incompletely disordered systems, Woessner and Bansal,133,

21
Spin-state selective editing

IS cross peaks,a/b-HSQC-a/b experiment for, Andersson, Annila, and
Otting, 133,364

Spin systems
AA 9X, evolution of zero-quantum coherence: analysis of catalytic processes

using parahydrogen, Nattereret al., 133,92
coupled, in-phase double selective excitation using excitation sculpting,

Bourg and Nuzillard,133,173
I, ISa, and ISb, simultaneous and independent rotations with arbitrary flip

angles and phases for, Briand and Sørensen,135,44

IS, I2S, and I3S, effects of adiabatic pulses, analytical description, Zwahlen,
Vincent, and Kay,130,169

multi-component, in solution NMR, intermolecular zero-quantum coher-
ences, Ahn, Lisitza, and Warren,133,266

spin -3
2

quadrupolar, multiple-quantum MAS NMR using shaped pulses,
Ding and McDowell,135,61

Split evolution time
13C–NOESY–HSQC with, for increased resolution with uniformly labeled

proteins, Baur, Gemmecker, and Kessler,132,191
Split-loop resonator

noise-immune coil for unshielded magnetic resonance measurements, Suits,
Garroway, and Miller,131,154

Spoiler gradients
suboptimal, MRI with, Does and Snyder,131,25

Staphylococcus aureus
gyrase B,a/b-HSQC-a/b experiment for spin-state selective editing of IS

cross peaks, Andersson, Annila, and Otting,133,364
Steady-state saturation

of flowing spins, pulse sequences for, Marshall,133,13
STEAM

and PRESS, flip angle effects—optimized vs sinc RF pulses, Ryner, Ke, and
Thomas,131,118

Stimulated echo
four-time, experimental determination in liquids, colloidal suspensions, and

crystals, Hinzeet al., 131,218
2H NMR, time domain analysis of ultraslow reorientations in supercooled

liquids, Geil, Fujara, and Sillescu,130,18
nonlinear, in presence of inequivalent spins, Ardeleanet al., 132,138
polycrystalline benzene, comparison with 2D deuteron exchange NMR:

molecular dynamics of vacancy diffusion, Isfort, Geil, and Fujara,130,
45

Stimulated echo acquisition mode (STEAM)
and PRESS, flip angle effects—optimized vs sinc RF pulses, Ryner, Ke, and

Thomas,131,118
Stray field imaging

by magnetic field sweep, Mallett, Halse, and Strange,132,172
Structure

analysis of error propagation from NMR-derived internuclear distances into
molecular structure ofcyclo-Pro-Gly, Džakulaet al., 135,454

direct refinement against residual dipolar couplings in presence of rhombic-
ity of unkown magnitude, Clore, Gronenborn, and Tjandra,131,159

DNA, interresidue quiet NOE for, Begeret al., 132,34
information, determination of magnitude of asymmetric alignment tensor of

oriented macromolecules in absence of, Clore, Gronenborn, and Bax,
133,216

orientational constraints derived from hydrated powder samples by 2D
PISEMA, Tian, Song, and Cross,135,227

polymer, 3D NMR experiments, Saito and Rinaldi,132,41
suspensions of non-Brownian particles, PFG NMR technique with applica-

tions to sphere packings, Talini, Leblond, and Feuillebois,132,287
weakly oriented macromolecules, using measured dipolar couplings for

methylene and methyl sites, Ottigeret al., 134,365
Structure waves

discord, spin-echo attenuation of restricted diffusion as, Stepisˇnik, 131,339
STUD1

calibration of parameters, for efficient broadband adiabatic decoupling in
single transient, Bendall and Skinner,134,331

Subcutaneous injection
carboplatin, disposition kinetics monitoring using195Pt NMR following,

Beckeret al., 133,115
Substituent effects

on vicinal fluorine–proton coupling constants, Fabia´n, Guilleme, and Dı´ez,
133,255
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Sucrose
long-range heteronuclear coupling constants, 1D determination by gradient-

enhanced SIMBA, Vogt and Benesi,132,214
Superconductors

high-temperature, echo decay of planar Cu, contributions of spin–lattice
relaxation, Curro and Slichter,130,186

Superparamagnetic particles
intravascular and intracellular hepatic relaxivities, Coletet al., 134,199

Super-Q detection
transient MR signals, Suits, Garroway, and Miller,132,54

Surface coils
and gradiometer coils, near conducting body: lift-off effect, Suits, Garro-

way, and Miller,135,373
noise-immune, for unshielded magnetic resonance measurements, Suits,

Garroway, and Miller,131,154
Surface groups

specific, role in magnetization transfer in polymers, Gochberget al., 131,
191

Surface liquid interactions
molecular diffusion and DNP enhancement in aqueous char suspensions,

Odintsovet al., 135,435
Surface NMR

analysis of polymer materials via MOUSE, Guthausenet al., 130,1
using laser-polarized129Xe under MAS conditions, Brunneret al.,130,145

Surfactant
–water contact,19F–1H HOESY study, Rauletet al., 133,324

Susceptibility (seeMagnetic susceptibility)
Suspensions

aqueous, char, molecular diffusion and DNP enhancement, Odintsovet al.,
135,435

non-Brownian particles, structure determination, PFG NMR technique with
applications to sphere packings, Talini, Leblond, and Feuillebois,132,
287

Sweep coil
additional, stray field imaging, Mallett, Halse, and Strange,132,172

Symmetry
and phase, simplification of NMR spectra of liquid crystalline samples by,

Carravettaet al., 135,298
Symposium

The Wallace Brey Symposium, November 2, 1997,134,197

T

T1 (seeSpin–lattice relaxation)
T2 (seeSpin–spin relaxation)
T*2

short, nuclei with, relaxation time mapping with single-point imaging meth-
ods, Beyeaet al., 135,156

Tangential frequency sweep
adiabatic pulses with, fast broadband inversion by, Hwang, Zijl, and Gar-

wood,133,200
Taurine

detectionin vitro and in vivo, spectral editing technique for, Hardy and
Norwood,133,70

Temperature dependence
rovibrationally averaged nuclear shielding constants in OCS, Jackowski,

135,444
Temperature imaging

by 1H NMR, and suppression of convection, in NMR probes, Hedin and
Furó, 131,126

Temperature measurement
high-precision13C shift NMR, for range 100–300 K, Quastet al.,134,236
NMR, using paramagnetic lanthanide complex, Zuoet al., 133,53

TEMPOL (see4-Hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy)

Temporal analysis
NMR signals from spin3

2
nuclei of incompletely disordered systems, Woess-

ner and Bansal,133,21
Tensors

asymmetric alignment, of oriented macromolecules, magnitude determina-
tion in absence of structural information, Clore, Gronenborn, and Bax,
133,216

15N chemical shift and13Ca–1Ha dipolar, correlation in solid-state MAS
NMR, peptide torsion angle determination by, Honget al., 135,169

nitrogen quadrupole and hyperfine, determination in oxovanadium complex
by simultaneous fitting of multifrequency ESEEM powder spectra,
Reijerse, Tyryshkin, and Dikanov,131,295

nuclear spin interaction, associated with peptide bond, 1D solid-state NMR
method for, Lee and Ramamoorthy,133,204

31P,63,65Cu indirect spin–spin coupling and31P nuclear shielding, of linear
copper(I) phosphines, anisotropy, Kroekeret al., 135,208

ortho-Terphenyl
supercooled melt, ultraslow reorientations,2H NMR time domain analysis,

Geil, Fujara, and Sillescu,130,18
Tetrazoles

isomeric, nitrogen NMR shielding, sovent polarity and hydrogen bonding
effects, Witanowskiet al., 131,54

Three-dimensional NMR
accordion spectroscopy measurement of15N and 13CO relaxation rates in

poorly resolved NMR spectra, Carr, Fearing, and Palmer,132,25
heteronuclear, correlation of backbone amide and aliphatic gamma reso-

nances in deuterated proteins, McCallum, Hitchens, and Rule,134,350
in vivo localized13C, using modified INEPT and DEPT, Watanabeet al.,

134,214
15N-edited NOESY-HMQC with water flipback, Gruschus and Ferretti,135,

87
for 15N relaxation of large proteins: 44-kDa ectodomain of SIV gp41,

Caffrey et al., 135,368
polymer structure characterization, Saito and Rinaldi,132,41
pulse sequences, for characterization of polymer chain end structures, Saito

and Rinaldi,130,135
Three-dimensional NMR imaging

excitation of complicated shapes, Sersˇa and Macura,135,466
high-resolution, for Sandimmune Neoral effects on collagen arthritis in DA

rat, Beckmannet al., 131,8
Thulium 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetrakis(methylene phos-

phonate) complex
NMR temperature measurements, Zuoet al., 133,53

TIG-BIRD
pulse sequence element for simultaneous and independent rotations for I,

ISa, and ISb spin systems, Briand and Sørensen,135,44
Time domain analysis

2H NMR, ultraslow reorientations in supercooled liquids, Geil, Fujara, and
Sillescu,130,18

NMR signals from spin3
2

nuclei of incompletely disordered systems, Woess-
ner and Bansal,133,21

Time-domain EPR
high-spin iron(III)–nitroxyl distances in spin-labeled porphyrins, Rakowsky

et al., 131,97
Time-domain parameter estimation

Bayesian, Metropolis Monte Carlo implementation, application to coupling
constant estimation from antiphase multiplets, Andrec and Prestegard,
130,217

Time propagation technique
for MAS NMR simulation, application to quadrupolar nuclei, Charpentier,

Fermon, and Virlet,132,181
Time-reverse ODESSA

direct determination of motional correlational times, Favre, Schaefer, and
Chmelka,134,261
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119Tin
para-substituted triaryltin(pentacarbonyl)manganese(I) complexes, solid-

state CP–MAS NMR spectra, quadrupole–dipole effects, Christendatet
al., 131,1

TmDOTP52 complex
NMR temperature measurements, Zuoet al., 133,53

TOCSY
adiabatic mixing in liquid state, Kupcˇe et al., 135,361
cross peak detection in 2D proton NMR spectra using excitation sculpting,

Van and Shaka,132,154
selective 1D and nonselective 2D, coherence selection and excitation sculpt-

ing using RF-gradients, Heikkinen, Rahkamaa, and Kilpela¨inen, 133,
183

sensitivity- and gradient-enhanced, Ko¨vér, Uhrı́n, and Hruby,130,162
sensitivity- and gradient-enhanced hetero (v1) half-filtered, for long-range

heteronuclear coupling constants, Uhrı´n et al., 130,155
systems with exchangeable protons, information from water stripe, Na-

kashima, McClung, and Kotovych,133,222
2D C(CC)H, assignment of protons and carbons in uniformly13C- and

selectively2H-labeled RNA, Dayie, Tolbert, and Williamson,130,97
Torsion angle

peptide, determination by15N chemical shift and13Ca–1Ha dipolar tensor
correlation in solid-state MAS NMR, Honget al., 135,169

Total correlation spectroscopy (seeTOCSY)
Total least squares

spectral parameter estimation by, comparison with iterative quadratic max-
imum likelihood and linear prediction methods, Zhu, Choy, and Sanc-
tuary,135,37

TQF NMR
relaxation time measurements by, in determination of dipolar interactions of

23Na in solution, Eliav and Navon,130,63
Transferrin oxalate

spin -5
2

Fe31 in, looping transition, simulation methods for, Gaffney and
Silverstone,134,57

Transient decay
magnetization transfer contrast of rat brain, Quessonet al., 130,321

Transient MR signals
super-Q detection, Suits, Garroway, and Miller,132,54

Transition-band signals
in high-resolution NMR, Sza´ntay,135,334

Transport
carbohydrate in plants, cyclicJ cross-polarization imaging and spectroscopy

for analysis, Heidenreichet al., 132,109
Transverse relaxation (seeSpin–spin relaxation)
Triaryltin(pentacarbonyl)manganese(I) complexes

para-substituted, solid-state CP–MAS119Tin NMR spectra, quadrupole–
dipole effects, Christendatet al., 131,1

Triphenylmethyl
single-electron contrast agents for oximetric imaging based on, EPR and

DNP properties, Ardenkjær-Larsenet al., 133,1
Triple-quantum-filtered (TQF) NMR

relaxation time measurements: dipolar interactions of23Na in solution, Eliav
and Navon,130,63

Triple resonance
amino acid-selective experiments, multiplicity-selective coherence transfer

steps for design, Schmiederet al., 131,199
3D and 4D experiments, improved resolution from double constant-time

evolution, McCoy,130,341
HCN, optimization for application to larger RNA oligonucleotides, Sklena´ř

et al., 130,119
Triplet spectra

in high-frequency EPR study of integer spin system, unusual behavior of
double-quantum line, van Damet al., 130,140

Triplet state
13C60, pulsed ENDOR studies at 95 GHz, van den Berget al., 131,39
photoexcited, acridine-d9 in fluorene-h10 matrix in zero magnetic field,

optically detected ESEEM, Weis, Mo¨bius, and Prisner,131,17
Trisaccharide

gradient- and sensitivity-enhanced TOCSY, Ko¨vér, Uhrı́n, and Hruby,130,
162

TROSY
a/b-HSQC-a/b experiment for spin-state selective editing of IS cross peaks,

Andersson, Annila, and Otting,133,364
sensitivity enhancement, Czisch and Boelens,134,158

Truncated transmission line probe
FT-EPR with, Rubinsonet al., 132,255

TSETSE-2
in-phase double selective excitation of coupled spin systems using excitation

sculpting, Bourg and Nuzillard,133,173
Tumors

brain and head and neck, applications ofin vivo lactate editing with simul-
taneous detection of upfield singlets at 1.5 T using PRESS excitation,
Star-Lacket al., 133,243

breast ductal carcinomas, evaluation with high-resolution MAS 1HMRS,
Chenget al., 135,194

Tumor spheroids
V79, quantitative1H MRI and MRS microscopy, Minard, Guo, and Wind,

133,368
Tunneling

incoherent: and classical jumps over barrier:1H and2H NMR relaxation in
hydrogen-bonded solids due to complex motion, Reynhardt and La-
tanowicz,130,195

Two-dimensional NMR
assignment of aromatic side chains in13C-labeled proteins, Promperset al.,

130,68
chemical-shift imaging in rotating solids by RF field gradients, Malveauet

al., 134,171
CP/MAS 13C isotropic chemical shift correlation established by1H spin

diffusion, Wilhelmet al., 134,255
deuteron exchange, in study of vacancy diffusion in polycrystalline benzene,

comparison with NMR stimulated echo, Isfort, Geil, and Fujara,130,
45

diffusion coefficient measurement by, using accordion spectroscopy, Millet
and Pons,131,166

exchange, and 1D MAS, direct determination of motional correlational
times by, Favre, Schaefer, and Chmelka,134,261

filter diagonalization method applied to spectra, Mandelshtam, Taylor, and
Shaka,133,304

J and dipolar coupling measurement from simplified spectra, Ottiger, Dela-
glio, and Bax,131,373

MAS, of dipolar solids, pulsed-field gradient selection, Fritzhannset al.,
134,355

model-free analysis of mixtures using blind source separation, Nuzillard,
Bourg, and Nuzillard,133,358

multiple-quantum MAS, distributions of quadrupolar and isotropic chemical
shift interactions, Bodart,133,207

NQR, using single crystal, off-resonance effects, Ajithkumaret al.,135,165
PISEMA, orientational constraints derived from hydrated powder samples

by, Tian, Song, and Cross,135,227
proton, cross peak detection in spectra using excitation sculpting, Van and

Shaka,132,154
selective and nonselective, coherence selection and excitation sculpting

using RF-gradients, Heikkinen, Rahkamaa, and Kilpela¨inen,133,183
sensitivity- and gradient-enhanced TOCSY, Ko¨vér, Uhrı́n, and Hruby,130,

162
Two-dimensional spectroscopy

nuclear-Zeeman-resolved ESEEM spectroscopy, Willeret al., 133,46
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nutation-frequency correlated EPR spectroscopy: PEANUT, Stollet al.,
130,86

U

Ubiquitin
13C/15N-labeled, measurement of dipolar couplings for methylene and

methyl sites and use in structure determination, Ottigeret al.,134,365
dipole–CSA cross-correlated relaxation of13C and15N nuclei, quantitative

analysis by ZQ/DQ spectroscopy, Brutscheret al., 130,346
Urea

13C–15N multiply labeled, counting spins with SEDOR, Cullet al.,133,352
identification as metabolite in kidney/urine proton chemical exchange,

Guivel-Scharenet al., 133,36
Urine

detection of proton chemical exchange between metabolites and water,
Guivel-Scharenet al., 133,36

V

Vacancy diffusion
in polycrystalline benzene, analysis with 2D deuteron exchange NMR and

stimulated echoes, Isfort, Geil, and Fujara,130,45
Vector model

adiabatic decoupling, Skinner and Bendall,134,315
Vicinal coupling constants

fluorine–proton: individual substituent effects, Fabia´n, Guilleme, and Dı´ez,
133,255

Viscosity
dilute nematic bicellar solutions, temperature effects, Struppe and Vold,

135,541
model meal, measurement with echo-planar imaging relaxometry, Marciani

et al., 135,82
Visuomotor systems

activation during visually guided movements, functional MRI, Ellermannet
al., 131,272

Volume averaging
in analysis of proton diffusion andT1 relaxation in polyacrylamide gels,

Penkeet al., 132,240
Volume selective excitation

complicated shapes in three dimensions, Sersˇa and Macura,135,466

W

Water
and N-acetyl aspartate, non-mono-exponential signal attenuation due to

diffusion in brain tissue, Assaf and Cohen,131,69
and lactate, protons, protein-mediated magnetic coupling, Swanson,135,

248
and metabolites, proton chemical exchange between, detection in biological

tissues, Guivel-Scharenet al., 133,36
and oil, in sedimentary rock,in situ NMR analysis, de Swietet al.,133,385
protons, measurement of chemical exchange rate constants with, using

radiation damping, Chen and Mao,131,358
residual, in proton spectra, fast removal, Vanhammeet al., 132,197
–surfactant contact,19F–1H HOESY study, Rauletet al., 133,324

Water flipback
15N-edited 3D NOESY-HMQC with, Gruschus and Ferretti,135,87

WATERGATE
improved pulse sequences for solvent suppression in NMR, Liuet al.,132,
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